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ABSTRACT
This case study (Stake, 1995) investigated children’s learning experiences in a mediainspired summer camp. The purpose of the study was to explore how educational media can be
used to extend children’s learning experiences across the screens (television, mobile, tablet) and
beyond these screens through hands-on maker activities, with a focus on their engagement. This
approach utilized primary theoretical lenses of joint-media engagement, structured improvisation,
and constructionism.
The study involved 45 children (ages 5-8) and 5 facilitators across 4 days at a summer
camp. Thematic analysis of video observations of children, thematic analysis of questionnaire
responses by facilitators, interaction analysis of selected video observations of children, and a
content analysis of the artifacts produced by children were used to find patterns in the data. This
study was guided by the following questions: (a) What were the patterns of participation and
engagement in children’s media and follow-up activities? (b) How did the configuration of
activities as structured or semi-structured, create opportunities or barriers for children’s
engagement? (c) How did the design of the learning environment influence children’s experiences
with media and making?
Analysis of data suggests that viewing media and doing maker activities in groups
allowed opportunities for joint engagement among children and facilitators. Semi-structured
maker activities yielded higher engagement for children compared to structured activities.
Limited references to media were observed in children’s conversations during the maker
activities, leading to lack of clarity about the role consonance of media and making played in the
overall engagement for children. Future research on joint engagement should consider adding
prompts during the maker activities that directly reference the media to generate more contextual
conversations among children and facilitators.
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Chapter 1

Introduction
Papert (1980) recommended a “low-floor high-ceiling” learning environment for children
where they did not need complex entry skills to get started (low floor), and where they could
explore big ideas (high ceiling). Learning about complex themes such as animal conservation and
making related artifacts such as wooden bat-houses, may be challenging for young children. One
way to provide a low-floor entry to children in the world of making, could be through educational
media. For example, in an episode of PBS KIDS series Wild Kratts titled A Bat in the Brownies,
information about bat habitats is provided in the form of a story. At the end of the episode, a
demonstration of making bat boxes is shared. A step-by-step process of making bat boxes is also
provided on the PBS KIDS parents website. In this example we see how children are offered a
low floor entry to learn how to make bat boxes (and why they should help conserve bats), with
the help of narrative media.
Theoretically, this study builds upon four prior research themes: (a) educational media
can support children’s learning through joint engagement with adults and peers (Takeuchi &
Stevens, 2011; McCarthy et al., 2013), (b) children’s learning from television media extends to
other forms of media such as games, apps, and printable activities (Silander et al., 2016;
Liebeskind, & Bryant, 2017), (c) hands-on activities or making can support children’s learning in
the process of designing exploratory, aesthetically pleasing, and/or personally meaningful
artifacts (Kafai et al., 2014, Blikstein, 2013, Angello et al., 2016), (d) a balance can be created
between online and offline learning for children through the use of thoughtfully designed media
and follow up activities (Wilder and Robinson, 2018; Shapiro, 2019).
Building upon these existing research themes, this dissertation combines theories from
media such as Joint Media Engagement (Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011) with theories related to
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making, such as Constructionism (Papert & Harel, 1991), to generate examples of extending
online learning offline. Specifically, this dissertation offers a few examples of how children’s
educational media can be used as an inspiration for maker activities involving the themes of
science, engineering, technology, and art. This chapter provides an overview of the research
problem and purpose, research questions, key terms, conceptual framework, and significance
of the research.

Research problem
Young children spend on an average up to 2.5 hours a day with their screens (Rideout &
Robb, 2020), which makes the presence of media in early childhood educational environments
important to understand and curate. While educational media like Sesame Street have proven to
support children’s learning of foundational language and math skills, socio cultural understanding
of their environment, making them “smarter, stronger, kinder” over several decades (Fisch &
Truglio, 2014), there has also been a growing concern among caregivers about the possible illeffects of too much screen-time for children who are born as “digital natives” and less likely to
spend time offline to engage in hands-on activities (Blum-Ross & Livingstone, 2016; Hiniker et
al., 2016; Neumann, 2016;).
Many researchers believe that a great way to facilitate hands-on learning, is by
encouraging children to design artifacts (Angello et al., 2016; Harel & Papert, 1991; Kafai, 2006).
Informal learning spaces such as children’s museums or summer camps, can offer a safe space for
children to be creative with multiple materials and tools to design their own artifacts and learn in
the process. Interactive/hands-on activities and learning through play using objects are two of the
top-rated factors in defining learning experiences in children’s museums (Luke & Windleharth,
2012).
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Contemporary educators and caregivers seek balance between screen-time and hands-on
learning to thrive in a technology-heavy world. Jordan Shapiro (2019) recommends setting
healthy boundaries around time spent with media and experiencing media jointly as a form of
healthy social interaction. This dissertation addresses the problem of a lack of balance between
children’s online and offline activities, negotiating the power struggles between learning from
well-crafted media but also not over-indulging in the screens. Wilder and Robinson (2018)
recommend a solution to this imbalance: combining the power of curated, time-limited
educational media-viewing with related offline activities.
Building on the solutions recommended by Shapiro (2019) and Wilder and Robinson
(2018), this study addresses the problem of the online-offline imbalance by using short
educational episodes (20 minutes) to inspire longer offline activities (2-5 hours) in a summer
camp environment that lends itself to joint engagement among children and adults.

Research purpose
The purpose of this study was to investigate how the case of a summer camp environment
generated engagement for children through viewing media and participating in related maker
activities. Based on qualitative analysis of video observations and artifacts, this study aimed at
finding patterns of participation and engagement in children’s activities, opportunities, or barriers
for children’s engagement in context of the configuration of activities (structured vs semistructured), and influence of the design of the learning environment on children’s experiences
with media and making.
The final purpose of this research was to generate, test, and refine a framework for
educators and caregivers, that could help them plan the design of learning environments that
connect media with making.
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Research questions
Building on the broader goal of understanding the relationship between media, making,
and engagement, this study was guided by the following questions:
1. What were the patterns of participation and engagement in children’s media and
follow-up activities?
2. How did the configuration of activities as structured or semi-structured, create
opportunities or barriers for children’s engagement?
3. How did the design of the learning environment influence children’s experiences
with media and making?

Key terms
Some key terms specifically in the context of this case study, are explained below:
•

Making refers to integrating technology with traditional arts and crafts (Dougherty, 2012)
or Tinkering, Hacking, Creating, Reusing Materials and Technology (Kalil, 2013).

•

Media refers to educational children’s media in non-interactive forms (such as television
viewing) or interactive forms (such as a mobile app or children’s programming language)

•

Transmedia Suite refers to a combination of media paired with follow-up activities that
go across platforms (such as watching television and then using a related online game or
mobile app) and activities that go beyond media (such as watching television and then
doing a follow-up hands-on craft activity, going online to offline). PBS KIDS creates a
transmedia suite for all their programming with both online and offline activities.

•

Transmedia Making refers to participating in maker activities that involve creation of
digital or tangible artifacts inspired by media.
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•

Learning in specific context to this dissertation refers to reflective conversations of
learners with each other and facilitators, observed in a naturalistic way in an informal
setting (Allen & Peterman, 2019).

•

Engagement refers to the degree of attention, curiosity, collaboration, and interest of
students in the media and maker activities observed through children’s facial expressions,
body language, conversations, and other interactions.

•

Configuration refers to the nature of the maker activities as being structured (following a
template accurately) or semi-structured (freedom to explore within a guideline).

•

Customization refers to control over few features of an artifact such as color and design.

•

Personalization refers to freedom of adding unique and personal details to artifacts such
as name, family art, or personal note.

•

Consonance refers to the shared context between media and maker activities in relation
to the topic or theme, curriculum, narratives such as stories following the same theme,
and/or visual design such as character designs from the same television series.

•

Learning Environment refers to the people, technologies, architecture and layout of the
space, physical objects within that space, and sociocultural factors where learning takes
place (Sawyer, 2014).

Conceptual framework
The conceptual framework for this study can be broken down into four parts:
(a) understanding the role of media in children’s learning as a group, through the primary lens of
joint media engagement (Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011),
(b) understanding the role of making in children’s learning through the primary lens of
Constructionism (Papert & Harel, 1991),
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(c) understanding the overlap of media and making in the context of learning through the lens of
guided improvisation (Sawyer, 2011), and
(d) overall engagement generated from the relationship between media, making, and learning.
This interaction between media, making, learning, transmedia making, and engagement, is
visualized in Figure 1-1. Theoretical lenses are explained to a greater detail in literature review.

Figure 1-1: Conceptual framework for Transmedia Making
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Significance of research
In the United States, children from birth to age 8 use about two and a half hours of media
daily on average mainly on television, roughly 73% of all screen time. Children in the age range
5-8 spend more than three hours with screens on a daily average (Rideout & Robb, 2020). Both
these data points show that media is a prominent part of children’s life especially in the age range
of 5 to 8. The prominence of television in children’s screen time also lends itself to potentially
extending the learning offline, beyond the screens. Dr Alice Wilder and Sir Ken Robinson, both
well-known curriculum advisors for children’s educational media, suggest that:
…learning happens anywhere and everywhere, not only at the desks in conventional
classrooms. Children's television and digital media can spark learning beyond the screen
- at home, at a museum, or anywhere learning takes place - inspiring a child to use what
they learned online, offline (Wilder & Robinson, 2018, p. x)
When children learn to move their online learning offline, it resembles two knowledge
development metaphors suggested by Papert (2012): cultivation, or nurturing knowledge of a
topic over time like we nurture a flower grown from seeds, and connectionism - how different
geographical regions connect with each other. Both these metaphors help explain the significance
of transmedia making activities: Children can cultivate their knowledge over time spent across
media and making, and children can connect their knowledge from media with thematic maker
activities.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review
Researchers have explored how media can support learning for children (Alade &
Nathanson, 2016; Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011), and how making can support learning for children
(Angello et al., 2016, Blikstein et al., 2013). However, there is little research about the overlap of
media and making in potentially supporting children’s learning processes. While Educational
Media providers such as PBS KIDS already offer some maker activities based on their media, this
literature review explores the possibility of finding more ways in which combining media and
making could support learning. The review presents research aspects of media, making, and
learning, that could potentially be combined to support Transmedia Making: the overlap of media
and making in the process of learning (Tiwari, 2020).
The word Transmedia refers to activities across platforms (television, web, mobile) and
beyond media (hands-on and off-screen activities). To understand the two key elements of
Transmedia Making (Media and Making), interdisciplinary theoretical lenses are used. For
understanding children’s learning experiences from Making, Constructionism (Papert & Harel,
1991) is used as a theoretical lens, which suggests that children’s learning is more meaningful in
the process of designing artifacts. To understand how children learn from Media, Joint Media
Engagement (JME) is used as a theoretical lens, which suggests that people make sense and
meaning while using media together in spontaneous or designed settings (Takuechi & Stevens,
2011). While most educational media studies focus on children and families at home (Alade &
Nathanson, 2016, Grindal et al., 2019, McCarthy et al.,2013) JME can also extend to peers and
siblings (Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011).
With young children, in both contexts of media and making, the role of a facilitator
becomes crucial. One way to provide a loose guideline for transmedia making, is through guided
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improvisation (Sawyer, 2019). Sawyer suggests that by providing just enough structure (not too
much, not too little), students are able to identify problems and generate solutions creatively.
Keeping these ideas of constructionism, JME and guided improvisation – the following case
study presents opportunities for children to jointly view media, construct artifacts, all while
following a loose guideline of activities.
The overall connection of ideas emerging from literature review around media, making,
learning, and transmedia making is expressed in Figure 2-1. Note that the primary theoretical
lenses of constructionism, JME, and guided improvisation, are highlighted in grey outline.

Figure 2-1: Connected ideas from literature review
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Media
Educational media has a prominent presence in young children’s life (Rideout, 2017),
which makes it crucial for caregivers and educators to understand the best way to engage with
media. Some researchers recommend that children can best engage with educational media when
they spend time with adults in the family, teachers, or peers in the form of Joint Media
Engagement or JME (Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011).

Joint media engagement to understand children’s interactions around media
JME refers to “spontaneous and designed experiences of people using media together”
(Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011). To help understand what counts as joint media engagement,
Takeuchi & Stevens (2011) outline key features of JME:
•

Mutual Engagement between different people such as young and old, distant or near,
more or less knowledgeable

•

Dialogic inquiry that inspires collaboration (Wells, 1999)

•

Cocreation of artifacts or understandings

•

Boundary-crossing of time and setting: JME interactions can be informed by knowledge
and experiences of the child outside of media context

•

Focus on content and not control
To help develop engaging environments and activities where children can learn from

media, Takeuchi and Stevens (2011) offer these design principles for JME: (a) using kid-driven
interests to select media, (b) defining roles of participants in JME, (c) offering multiple planes of
engagement, such as offering entertainment to everyone in the JME – parents, children, peers,
and/or siblings, (d) providing scaffolding guidance to the more capable JME partner to support
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the less capable JME partner, (e) building upon child’s previous experiences and preparing them
for future ones, (f) co creation of artifacts and understandings, and fitting JME into existing or
designed routines.
Takeuchi and Stevens (2011) also offer guidelines on selecting media and engagement
activities. For curating media, they recommend paying attention to the content interface and the
overall appeal of the media. For selecting engagement activities, they recommend considering
participants – who are they, how are they related, and what are their individual characteristics;
context of where and when JME takes place, and exactly how would JME partners interact with
each other?
Hupert and Adair (2018) suggest that social arrangements can shape children's joint
media experiences. Social arrangements can refer to the ways in which children experience
media, such as individually, with classmates in pairs or in groups, and teacher led. Social
arrangements can also refer to the roles that teachers take on during children's media use, such as,
as a tech support (resolving technical issues when children are stuck), pop-up guide (standing
beside and offering support as needed), Sherpa (drawing the child into the media experience and
guiding them throughout), and creative director (helping children generate content).

Child, content, context in children’s educational media
A growing number of children under the age of 8 in the US live in homes with one or
more media devices and an average screen time of 2 hours, 19 minutes a day (Rideout, 2017).
While screen time is becoming unavoidable for children, it is possible to time-limit and curate
media for children based on research. Guernsey (2007) recommends thinking about the 3Cs in
order to select relevant media for children. The 3 Cs are the Child, Content, and Context.
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The child as a factor in media selection recommends thinking about the child’s age, prior
knowledge, and interests. Content factors suggest that the educational media content should align
with the comprehensibility of the child, incorporate social and linguistic cues, and mimic real-life
communications and conflict-resolutions. Children form parasocial relationships with characters
which can become strong learning resources (Linebarger & Piotrowski, 2010; Richert et al., 2011;
Schiappa et al., 2007). Characters can also influence learning behavior and overall personalities
of children (Troseth, Saylor, & Archer, 2006). Therefore, content of the media (educational
material, narrative, characters) has a bearing on the learning process. While popular children’s
media characters such as Curious George (PBS KIDS), My Little Pony (Hasbro) or Angry Birds
(Rovio) may have a strong influence because of their popularity through mainstream media such
as film, television and mass-manufactured toys, some researchers found that new and unfamiliar
characters can also have a positive influence on children’s learning experiences (Lauricella et al.,
2011). This gives academic researchers the opportunity to design new characters and narratives
without having to rely on existing popular characters. Context factors suggest that young children
benefit from jointly viewing media with a parent or other adult who can support their
understanding (Fender et al.,2010). Understanding of concepts can also be extended to real life
with help from caregivers (Fender et al., 2010).

Affordances of media to support children’s learning
In the book Getting ready to learn: Creating effective, educational children's media,
edited by Shelly Pasnik – authors share multiple affordances of media to support children’s
learning:
1. Narrative media can help engage children in learning and support their long-term
interest in staying curious (Wilder & Robinson, 2018). Shows like Sesame Street
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have shown long-term impact on children’s foundational language and math skills,
and socio-cultural understanding of their environment, over several decades (Fisch &
Truglio, 2014).
2. Media can make it easier to understand abstract concepts through animated visuals
(Wilder & Robinson, 2018). For example, in an episode of Netflix’s animated series
StoryBots, characters hop inside a cell phone to show its inner workings with
microprocessors, sound waves, electrical current, and radio waves.
3. Media can offer children the opportunity to find role models in the stories they see.
Children can model their curiosity, creativity, initiative, and kindness after the
characters (Wilder & Robinson, 2018). For example, PBS KIDS’ Daniel Tiger’s
Neighborhood models children’s socioemotional behavior by showing how the main
characters resolve conflicts while staying calm.
4. Learning can be made more "sticky" with the help of media, as the storytelling can
engage children at an emotional and personal level with help of relevant,
comprehensible, and age-appropriate content (Wilder & Robinson, 2018).
5. Children's media can provide scaffolding (supports) during their initial challenges
with learning. Digital media provides opportunities to pause and rewind, allowing
children to ask questions, reflect, and revise, to learn at their own pace (Wilder &
Robinson, 2018)
6. Media can help children, parents, teachers, and caregivers the opportunity to extend
learning based on underlying frameworks. Sweetman et al. (2018) highlight that PBS
KIDS media is designed to explore core ideas of science inquiry and engineering
design (Figure 2-2 and 2-3), which can be used as the starting point (extension) to
other forms of learning. For example, in any episode of Cat in the hat knows a lot
about that, the characters Nick, Sally, and Cat engage children in scientific practices
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such as observing and being curious, asking questions, conducting investigations, and
drawing conclusions. The same process can be applied to extended activities, even if
the topic or theme of extended activities are completely different.

Figure 2-2: Science Inquiry (Courtesy of PBS)

Figure 2-3: The Engineering Design Process (Courtesy of PBS)
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7. Media can extend learning to other media or offline activities. PBS KIDS extends
their television programming into other mediums such as web and mobile-based
games, and printable resources (Lowenstein et al., 2018). Many PBS KIDS series
such as Curious George, Wild Kratts, and Ready, Jet, Go! also include live-action
interstitials (short videos at the beginning or end of an episode) that ground learning
in real-world examples. For instance, in an episode of Wild Kratts 'A Bat in the
Brownies' characters learn about bat habitats. At the end of the episode, there is a
live-action interstitial where Martin & Chris (creators and lead characters in Wild
Kratts) demonstrate how to make bat boxes with help of some children, to provide
safe living environment to bats.
From 2010-15, US Department of Education's Ready to Learn (RTL) Television
Grant Program focused on Transmedia Learning: offering connected media
experiences across multiple platforms such as television, web, mobile, and print.
(Lowenstein et al., 2018) RTL research revealed that children learned more when
they watched PBS KIDS shows combined with related digital games and related
hands-on activities (McCarthy et al., 2015; Pasnik & Llorente, 2013; Penuel et al.,
2009)
8. Media can serve as educational tools for teachers, aligned with standards. RTL
funded development of standards-aligned media-based teaching resources in
collaboration with Boston University School of Education (McCarthy & Atienza,
2012), and developed the PBS TeacherLine courses to provide guidance on best ways
to use media in classroom and childcare settings.
9. Media can provide opportunities for parental involvement in children's education
through mobile apps and at-home learning resources. Several PBS KIDS apps are
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designed for co-play, such as the Play and Learn App and Play and Learn Science
App (Lowenstein et al., 2018).
10. Media can provide opportunities for community engagement through media-inspired
events. During 200-2015, CPB and PBS invited local PBS station partners to serve as
Transmedia Demonstration Stations. These stations helped extend learning from PBS
KIDS media through follow-up activities in community settings. For example,
Producers of the series Super Why collaborated with CPB and PBS to develop a
week-long summer camp focused on developing reading skills for children.
Producers of the series Martha Speaks collaborated with WGBH (Boston PBS
Station) created a Reading Buddies program connecting older children with younger
children in elementary schools to develop reading skills. The series Odd Squad
created a summer camp called Be the Agent to promote math skills. Several PBS
KIDS summer and after-school adventures were also designed and implemented.
11. Media can provide opportunities to generate and assess impact on learning. CPB and
PBS have commissioned over 150 reports and studies to study the impact of
transmedia learning with qualified researchers at organizations such as Education
Development Center, SRI International, Rockman et al., UCLA-CRESST, American
Institutes for Research, the University of Michigan, the University of Pennsylvania,
and WestEd.
12. Media can help children learn in their full environment - home, school, and childcare.
Dewitt and Simensky (2018) think about children in context of their learning
ecosystem, or their full environment comprising of home, school, and childcare when designing children's educational programming at PBS KIDS. Each PBS KIDS
series is designed to extend children's learning across the ecosystem through:
•

television: providing free access to 24/7 PBS KIDS television programming
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•

online: providing access to videos, games, and apps related to PBS KIDS
television programming themes.

•

outreach and events: providing outreach events where families can engage with
hands-on activities, get free books or activity kits related to PBS KIDS media
around the year.
Dewitt and Simensky (2018) highlight that when PBS KIDS producers create
educational episodes for television, they also create accompanying standardsbased lesson plans for teachers and parents, co-play apps for children and
parents, printable resources (arts and crafts activities, science projects,
engineering challenges etc.) for children to do independently or with adults.

13. Media can provide immediate connection with content because of familiarity
with characters. For example, Brittain et al. (2018) pilot tested the Teaching Tips,
a classroom curriculum available on the PBS Learning Media website that
utilizes PBS KIDS media for extended learning. They tested how teachers (Pre-K
to Grade 2) utilized a provided media-based curriculum to teach children about
topics such as animal adaptations (based on Wild Kratts series) or coding (using
PBS KIDS Scratch Jr) and found that children immediately connected with the
media because of familiarity with PBS KIDS characters.
14. Animated characters in media can be used as visual representation of emotions,
choices, and ideas (Bailey et al., 2006), as pedagogical agents in course content
(Hong et al., 2014), as conversational agents in media programming (Xu &
Warschauer, 2020), as embodiment and representation in virtual worlds
(Economou et al., 2017) and as parasocial friends (Bond and Calvert, 2014) with
use of repeated media exposure, parental encouragement, and engagement with
character-based toys.
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Making
Making refers to integrating technology with traditional arts and crafts (Dougherty, 2013) or
Tinkering, Hacking, Creating, Reusing Materials and Technology (Kalil, 2013). In context of this
dissertation, educational media inspired the opportunity for children to tinker and create artifacts
with provided materials and technologies. To understand how children learn in the process of
making artifacts, Constructionism (Papert & Harel, 1991) can be used as a research lens.

Constructionism as a lens to understand learning through artifact creation
Constructionism suggests that learning is most meaningful for children when they are
actively engaged in designing artifacts. Papert highlights two interconnected processes within
Constructionism: An internal process where students construct knowledge from their personal
experiences of the world around them, and an external process reflecting on this knowledge by
designing shareable artifacts.
Researchers often try to understand making with a constructionist lens, through video
observations, documentation of activities, photographs of the artifacts produced, interviews
and/or questionnaires for children and facilitators, and field notes. For example, Angello and
colleagues (2016) conducted maker activities at a local elementary school where children were
given 8 maker activities based on curriculum matching process. They collected video data by
observing children’s engagement in maker activities such as modeling a village on a 3d printed
base to understand tectonic plate movements or melting ice in a cup using incandescent light bulb
to understand matter and energy. They studied the feedback from students and their self-reported
understanding, besides video observations and artifact photographs – and found that maker
activities can be categorized in enabled learning (skills acquired over time), demonstrated
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learning (discussion followed by demonstration of understanding), and provided learning
(learning of the maker tools themselves). Student feedback through questionnaire revealed that
enabled learning was the easiest to learn but hardest to remember and provided learning (learning
maker tools) was most fun.
Marshall and Harron (2018) used a constructionist lens to study how making can be
aligned with formal learning, such as state standards. Their study was designed with the goal of
educating pre-service and in-service STEM teacher communities through the UTeach Maker
initiative at University of Texas at Austin (UT-Austin). The authors wanted to develop a rubric
for evaluating making in pre-service STEM activities and coursework. They started with
literature review to generate survey questions for instructors who have integrated making in
STEM classrooms, makerspace directors, researchers with a focus on making, and leaders in the
maker movement.
Through grounded coding of artifacts and survey data, Marshall and Harron (2018)
developed a rubric for assessing important elements of making: (1) Ownership of the making
process (2) Maker Habits, such as being failure-positive, growth-oriented, risk-takers (3) Artifact
production or making objects that are personally meaningful as a motivation for students to
improve and finish maker projects (4) Collaboration as a sense of community while making (5)
Understanding of tools as a way to accomplish maker projects. The rubric measured each element
on a 3-point scale: 1 (minimal, stretch), 2 (solid evidence), 3 (clearly exceeds expectations).
Using this rubric as an evaluation method, 19 students in a preservice physics class were asked to
make any personally meaningful objects using electric circuits or optics, such as Arduino
microcontrollers and LED lights. These maker activities were aligned with two broad curriculum
topics. Two coders independently evaluated all projects using the rubric and found that makers
who designed more personally meaningful objects had higher ownership of the making process.
For example, one student loved embroidery and biology, and combined her two interests in an
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embroidered model of human circulatory system with a few LED lights to highlight different
parts of the system. The coders also found that artifact production exceeded expectations for most
students on the rubric, and collaboration was evident in students who documented and shared
their maker process online as part of maker community.
According to Harel and Papert (1991), making artifacts involves both internal and
external processes when seen through the theoretical lens of Constructionism. Internal processes
refer to how learning is organized and represented in the mind. External processes refer to how
learning is represented to match external reality. For example, in the research study discussed
previously (Marshall & Harron, 2018), the student who designed the human circulatory system
may have had an internal process where she organized her knowledge about the human
circulatory system, and then used an external process where she expressed her knowledge with an
LED-light embroidery.

Maker mindset
In the 2013 book ‘Growing the next Generation of STEM Innovators’, Dale Dougherty
highlights Maker Mindset as an important attribute in successful making. Maker mindset refers to
the motivation, interest and self-efficacy needed to make objects. Maker interests and motivations
can vary from wanting to create freely without any rules, designing beautiful artifacts motivated
by their aesthetic sensibilities, collaborating to build artifacts as a group or community, and
learning new technology by trial and error. Wohlwend et al. (2016), refer to these as Maker
orientations. Some researchers challenge the definition of maker mindset, exploring if motivation,
interests, and self-efficacy are linked (Kim & Zimmerman, 2017). There is potential in expanding
on what counts as a maker mindset, and if there are any interlinked characteristics.
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In the context of this dissertation, I look at maker mindsets as the interests and
motivations of children in the maker activities. Their interests and motivations could be
influenced by the familiarity with media which serves as the inspiration for maker activities. For
example, they could be more interested in a maker activity if it was based on an episode of
Curious George. Their interests and motivations could also be based on alignment of the maker
activities with their hobbies. For example, a child who is generally fond of making art as a
hobby, might be more motivated to participate in artistic maker activities.
Another potential area of maker motivation is aesthetics. It is possible that some makers
are motivated by designing aesthetically pleasing artifacts that may or may not serve a function or
solve a problem.

Aesthetics in making
Papert highlighted “skill, design, and aesthetics” as elements that humans can generate
during design of artifacts (Papert, p.24, 1987). Making any object versus making an aesthetically
pleasing object of personal value – could be fundamentally different. May and Clapp (2017)
studied how aesthetics play a role in maker-centered learning. By interviewing several makingrelated educators across North America, they found that aesthetics of designed objects was
important to makers, and that aesthetics would refer to the pleasing or appealing look of the
object, and the skills and processes that contributed to the quality of the object.
Denac (2014) suggests that when children notice aesthetic qualities, they can better
appreciate the emotions associated with these qualities such as excitement and joy. Experiencing
these emotions can also enhance creative capabilities since many creative disciplines such as art,
writing, music, and dance require expression of emotions in aesthetically pleasing ways. These
emotions can be experienced through aesthetic qualities of artifacts that children produce, or even
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media that children engage with. Aesthetics are particularly prominent in children’s educational
media and their follow-up maker activities that are often packaged together in a transmedia suite
(Simensky, 2017). Wilder and Robinson (2018) suggest that the aesthetics of children’s
educational content can make it easier to understand abstract concepts, such as through animated
media and related offline maker activities based on specific characters.
Aesthetics also contribute to the overall experience of an artifact. Hassenzahl (2013)
provides an example of experience moving from material level to experience level, when the
character Charlie Bucket from the movie Charlie and the Chocolate Factory discovers the golden
ticket. The surprise and delight produced by the golden color, the shiny surface, and decorative
fonts, added to the experience of winning a golden ticket.
Kafai et al. (2013) found that aesthetics can contribute to higher engagement in the
making process and more ambitious design pursuits. They conducted three e-textile workshops in
a public high school with 35 children. In each workshop, researchers met with students for two
hour making sessions at a museum and collected video observations and photographs of the
making process. They refer to aesthetics as the desired appearance and function of the e-textile
projects. At first, the researchers helped students getting the circuits to work without worrying
about aesthetics, purely based on factual and objective process. Then the researchers offered
students to create their own designs starting with a sketch, circuit design, assembling the e-textile
craft and coding the microcontroller. They found that when children were given more time and
freedom to focus on aesthetics and personally meaningful projects, they were more ambitious and
engaged in the maker activity.
In context of this dissertation, I designed summer camp maker activities using
aesthetically pleasing illustrations and materials to support children’s potential engagement with
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the educational content. I also offered children the opportunities to make their own aesthetic
choices in several follow-up activities inspired by media.

Learning
Learning in specific context to this dissertation refers to reflective conversations of
learners with each other and facilitators, observed in a naturalistic way in an informal setting
(Allen & Peterman, 2019). Learners come from diverse backgrounds, degrees of expertise, and
interests and may need to utilize heterogenous tools and materials to leverage their diversity
(Sheridan et al., 2014). In order to guide heterogenous learners to utilize heterogenous learning
resources, some researchers believe that rigid instruction must be avoided, and room should be
created for thoughtful exploration (El-Zanfaly, 2015; Sawyer 2019).

Heterogeneity of learners, tools, and materials
Sheridan and colleagues (2014) used Constructionism as a guiding theory to understand
the types of participants, tools, materials and processes in different makerspaces and their
interactions among each other. Through cross-case analysis based on diverse sources of evidence,
they found that participants were heterogenous in terms of their background (hobbyists,
entrepreneurs), expertise (novice makers, experienced makers), and interests (music, silk
screening, Arduino-based circuitry). They also observed that the tools and materials were
heterogenous such as interactive tables, 3d printers, circuit blocks, sewing machines,
woodworking tools, and recycled materials.
Researchers also use heterogenous forms of Making to support learning, such as maker
activities setup as a challenge, freeform making, portfolio or interest-based creations, and
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templates or designed activities. For example, Valente and Blikstein (2019) designed a challenge
where students at a public school created catapults using makerspace resources. Students’
learning was studied in context of the steps they took to solve the challenge. Kim and
Zimmerman (2017) provided challenges to elementary school children using ‘Squishy Circuits’
(playdough and electronic components) to design unique artifacts.
Making can also be open-ended or freeform activities such as designing digital worlds in
Minecraft any way the child desires (Ringland et al., 2017) or designing portfolios (series of
projects based on personal interests and preferred techniques) that can be showcased for or shared
with the community of learners (Keune & Peppler, 2017). Other forms of making can be based on
a template or a set of designed activities, such as maker-kits (Chu et al., 2015) where all materials
and instructions are provided, but there is room for customization and new meaning-making in
the artifact creation process.
In context of media, heterogeneity exists in the forms of media (interactive media, noninteractive media), types of media-users (parent-child, peers, siblings, experienced and novice
media viewers etc.), and settings (home, school, museums etc.). For example, Linebarger and
Piotrowski (2010) observed how children were learning based on (non-interactive) viewing of
educational television episodes in classrooms, whereas Grindal and colleagues (2019) studied
how children were learning through making digital constructions using Cat in the Hat Builds that
game app at home.
Wilder and Robinson (2018) note that children learn in many ways and in many settings,
which is why heterogenous media and follow-up activities could support children in extending
their learning from one part of their life to the other.
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Guided improvisation
Sawyer (2011) argues that the best way to structure learning is when the instructions or
guidelines are neither too rigid nor too vague. He highlights the 3 paradoxes in the learning
process which highlight the struggle between structure and improvisation: (1) The teacher
paradox: where teachers are expected to plan and structure their teaching practices according to a
prescribed curriculum (2) Learning paradox: where students are provided with scaffolds (loose
structures) that are gradually removed as they improvise towards deeper understanding (3)
Curriculum paradox: lesson plans as loose guidelines for teachers and students with room for
improvisation.
In guided improvisation, challenges are presented to children as open-ended problems –
there won’t be just one solution or one way to reach the solution (Sawyer, 2019). This allows
children to not only identify good problems, but to test solutions, generate hypothesis and learn
how to use their domain-specific skills to generate usable solutions. Research has been done to
understand the use of improvisation in facilitating maker activities (El-Zanfaly, 2015) where
students were given access to tools and materials at a makerspace but allowed to improvise and
create their own ideas. El-Zanfaly (2015) highlights distinction between design (thinking behind
what and how to make) and construction (putting an artifact together) in context of Making –
constructing an object based on rigid instructions cannot allow for improvisation.

Measurement of learning
Weather children are watching media, interacting with media, or designing artifacts –
researchers found creative ways to understand the underlying learning processes. Below are some
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examples of how learning can be measured qualitatively or quantitatively in context of media and
making.

Measuring learning through media
Silander et. al (2016) utilized Quantitative analysis to measure learning at the
intervention with 197 children and families using the PEG+CAT transmedia suite. Through
Preschool Learning Behavior Scale (PLBS) (McDermott et al., 2000) and Math Concepts and
Problem-Solving Checklist (MCPS) checklists/scales, survey data, pre-test and posttest scores,
media logs – researcher found that there was an increase in knowledge of content among children
over 12 weeks.
Preschool Learning Behavior Scale (PLBS; McDermott et al., 2000), is a measure of
learning behaviors of young children during classroom learning. It was developed in partnership
with preschool teachers for use in low-income samples. For Pre-K aged children measures such
as "Cooperates in group activities," "Is reluctant to tackle a new activity," "Gets aggressive or
hostile when frustrated” are rated on trichotomous Likert scale response options (Most often
applies, sometimes applies, or doesn’t apply). Math Concepts and Problem-Solving checklist
(MCPS) is a measure of children’s understanding of the math skills offered by the intervention
and their ability to apply those math concepts in everyday life.
McCarthy et al. (2018) used the Curious George Transmedia Suite in a first-grade
classroom with 68 students. They used Test of Early Mathematics Ability (TEMA) to find that
children’s math knowledge significantly increased after the intervention and used qualitative
analysis of video observations and facilitator interview, to understand that children were
motivated by engaging story from the videos and interactions with the games from the transmedia
suite.
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Measuring learning through making
Some researchers used grounded coding of descriptions and artifacts found through
surveys to identify essential components of making (Marshall et al., 2014) while several other
researchers have relied on video observations, photographs of artifacts, and interviews with
makers (Kafai et al., 2014; May & Clapp, 2017; Kim & Zimmerman, 2017). Other researchers
make these sets of analysis in multiple settings and do a cross-case analysis (Sheridan et al.,
2014). Parekh and Gee (2018) conducted a design experiment where they captured the process of
children’s Making through transitional objects (objects at different stages of making). They
measured children’s learning by observing each stage of the transitional object through
photographs, video observations and transcripts, ethnographic notes – and observed how children
improved or redesigned their designed objects. Sylla et al. (2015) measured learning though
making (using digital manipulatives) quantitatively, by giving students a pre-test and post-test for
language assessment - Oral Language Assessment Test (OLAT) and Observation Grid of
Language (OGL). They also paired test scores with video observations to understand children’s
motivations while using the digital manipulatives.
Through these examples from literature review, it can be summarized that learning
though media and making cannot be measured accurately. Quantitatively knowledge can be
measured through tests, but qualities such as interest, motivation, improvisation, creativity,
struggles and successes can be observed qualitatively through video observations.
After understanding media and making individually, now I present the overlap of media
and making by using the term Transmedia Making (Tiwari, 2020).
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Transmedia making
Caregivers and educators can offer children an easy entry point to a challenging learning
topic with the help of educational media and follow-up maker activities. I conceptualized this
idea of extending media into making as ‘transmedia making’ (Tiwari, 2020) with the goal of
developing a specific line of research that focuses on making inspired by media. Currently,
educational media providers such as PBS KIDS already offer media-inspired hands-on project
ideas through their social media. Transmedia making as a term intends to highlight and
potentially further develop this type of online-offline balance in educational settings that already
exists in some form.
For example, currently the PBS parenting website offers short video clips from their TV
shows that act as “mini-lessons” and provide printable activities. From the Show Odd Squad,
PBS KIDS website presents an episode where Odd Squad agents bring back flattened out agents
(2d shapes) to their natural form (3d shapes). A follow-up activity from the website asks children
to design Polyhedrons based on a printable paper template, as shown in Figure 2-4.

Figure 2-4: (Left) PBS KIDS Series Odd Squad with 2d and 3d agents (Right) Polyhedron craft
(Courtesy of PBS)

Another example of transmedia making is the construction of bridges in the PBS KIDS
App Bridge-O-Rama based on an episode of Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That entitled
Building Bridges. Just like the narrative of the episode story, children are encouraged to use the
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app to build a stable bridge as shown in Figure 2-5. Following the science inquiry and
engineering design processes designed by PBS KIDS as shown in Figures 2-2 and 2-3, the app
allows children to test and improve their bridge designs.

Figure 2-5: (Left) PBS KIDS Series Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That, Episode - Building
Bridges (Right) Screenshot from the Bridge-O-Rama App. (Courtesy of PBS)
As curriculum advisors for children’s educational media (including PBS KIDS media) Dr
Alice Wilder and Sir Ken Robinson (2018) recommend extending children’s online learning from
media into everyday offline activities. Transmedia making captures this recommendation of
extending learning across settings, and also draws from a similar concept offered by Kris
Gutiérrez (2014) called horizontal expertise.

Horizontal expertise
Gutiérrez (2014) recommends that instead of thinking of learning as exclusively vertical
(moving up from novice to expert), expertise should also be horizontal: developing expertise by
applying ideas across different activities, settings, contexts, etc. In context of this dissertation,
children at the summer camp move from watching media to designing artifacts, exploring
outdoors, interacting with peers and teachers. While these children did not spend enough time in
the summer camp to develop long-term expertise, Gutiérrez’s (2014) idea of horizontal
movement is applied in the form of transmedia making.
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Gutiérrez (2020) provides context for why horizontal expertise development is crucial
and traditional schooling systems may have it wrong:
To provide context, vertical expertise particularly in school contexts, involves building
increasing amounts of disciplinary knowledge and movement from novice to expert in a
particular domain; horizontal expertise develops as people move across everyday
geographies, contexts, interactions, activities, and disciplines, and is rarely or poorly
factored into school-based concepts of learning (Gutiérrez, 2014).
With the term ‘Learning as Movement’ (LAM) proposed by Gutiérrez in 2005, many
researchers have studied how movement itself can constitute as learning. Spaces of learning
during these movements are not just defined by the materials or tools that are provided in the
environment, but also the social interactions that take place around them (Gutiérrez, 2020).
With the lenses of LAM and horizontal expertise, Gutiérrez and colleagues (2020)
observed 60-75 youth over three years during their activities at an after-school club offering
STEAM activities (Science, Technology, Engineering, Art, Math). They also spent eight hours in
the homes of these families and collected video data captured by researchers, youth, and their
families. Additional data included new media surveys, artifacts, and interviews. Through
qualitative analysis of the data, researchers found that expertise was developed for youth not only
during the horizontal movement across contexts and geographies (home and afterschool camp),
but also with the horizontal travel of tools that supported their learning. For example, YouTube
and online games mediated deep engagement for students. Researchers also offered a collection
of activities that students could choose from according to their personal preferences, which lead
to more enthusiasm and engagement for students evident in interviews.
In context of this dissertation, I acknowledge that a case study (Stake, 1995) of a 4-day
summer camp cannot capture the horizontal expertise in the way a multi-year, multi-site, multiresearcher team can capture as part of a longitudinal ethnography study. However, the aspect of
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horizontal expertise that is contextual to this dissertation, is the movement from one setting to
another, from one medium to another, and from one social interaction to another. As Gutiérrez
and colleagues (2020) have pointed out: movement itself can constitute as learning and can
generate new opportunities for knowledge-building, and tools travel across contexts and mediate
learning. Both movements of learners and tools can be observed in the learning environments
designed for transmedia making, such as the summer camp case study presented in this
dissertation.

Designing learning environments for transmedia making
Learning Environment refers to the people, technologies, architecture and layout of the
space, physical objects within that space, and sociocultural factors where learning takes place
(Sawyer, 2014). Following are some examples that share how existing studies design

learning environments and in what ways these environments supported learning and
engagement. The term Transmedia Suite in these examples refers to the combination of
video, games, and at-home activities provided by the creators of the media content as a
follow-up support.

At-home family engagement with transmedia suite
Silander et al. (2016) studied how 197 children and their families utilized PBS KIDS
Transmedia Suite PEG+CAT to engage in 30 minutes of math activities per week. These
activities included television episodes, web-based games, tablet-based app, and printable
activities to be experienced at home. Researchers performed quantitative analysis on pre- and
post-intervention survey with parents, media-usage logs captured on media devices at home, and
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pre-test/post-test scores based on the Preschool Learning Behavior Scale (PLBS) (McDermott et
al., 2000) and Math Concepts and Problem Solving Checklist (MCPS) to access if students
applied their media-based understanding in everyday life. They performed qualitative analysis of
parent interviews, video observations of children and media diaries by parents describing their
weekly media use and interactions. Researchers found that children who participated in the
intervention showed improvement in their understanding of math concepts such as 3d shapes,
ordinal numbers, and spatial relationships, compared to the control group. Parents who
participated in the intervention reported more engagement in conversations around media in daily
life and more applications of problem-solving strategies compared to the control group.
Researchers also observed that there was more engagement with media resources at the beginning
of the 12-week period compared to the end.

Media engagement across different times, settings, and devices
Taylor et al. (2018) followed media-usage of 27 children and their families at home,
neighborhood and school over six weeks. They video recorded roughly 4 hours of observations
daily at home and did some experience sampling by phone (calling at home and asking children
and parents about their ongoing media-related experiences). They also conducted initial and
follow-up interviews elicited by maps of children’s self-reported movement across home,
neighborhood and school traced on Google Earth Maps. Researchers aimed to understand daily
media-usage in context of the movement (how practices of media, change throughout the day),
the location (where do media practices take place at home?) and distribution (how does coparticipation change with different devices?). They found that children used mobile media the
most, but parents saw this as distraction from more important work, and a barrier to coengagement. The highest media usage was of mobile phones and game consoles at home since
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many schools restrict use of casual or recreational media in the classroom. Parents and children
co-engaged with educational media such as online articles and interactive exhibits on
Smithsonian website. Researchers also found that media-usage was spread across the day from
morning to evening for short and long periods of time, such as checking mobile phones during
commute for short time and doing homework on a laptop for longer time.

Transmedia learning: going across and beyond media at home
McCarthy et al. (2013) used The Cat in the Hat, Curious George, Sid the Science Kid,
transmedia suites to extend learning to other platforms (such as online videos and games, and
mobile apps) and beyond media (hands-on learning) with 90 child/parent dyads at home, with
weekly parent meetings at the school to discuss activities from the previous and next week.
Quantitative analysis of Test of Early Mathematics Ability (TEMA) and qualitative analysis of
weekly survey responses of parents about engagement experiences with transmedia activities,
were utilized to reveal that (a) parents and children engaged in transmedia activities at least 3
times a week (b) online games were the most popular part of transmedia suite (c) 20-40 minutes
of hands-on activities were done per week (d) children gained mathematical knowledge based on
TEMA test results.

Media engagement among small groups of children in an afterschool program
Linebarger and Pitorowski (2010) supported 71 students in a classroom for literacy skills
with help of PBS KIDS media (Arthur, Magic School Bus, Wishbone) jointly viewed in
classroom over 12 visits. Researchers developed pre-test assessments to measure baseline literacy
skills of children and developed a post-test measure of program-specific vocabulary knowledge
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(key terms introduced in PBS KIDS media). They found that children had increased
comprehension of program-specific vocabulary and had improved their ability to organize and
elaborate their language.
While Transmedia Suites offer some ways into the world of Making (such as DIY
activities provided directly by the media creators), it is possible to think about other ways in
which Media could inspire follow-up activities.

Implications of the literature review on the current study
Young children in the US spend roughly 2.5 hours with media everyday (Rideout, 2017).
Considering this significant amount of daily time spent on screens, I explored the affordances of
media in children’s education and the best way to engage with its educational content.
Educational media, particularly animated narrative media, can help engage children with help of
colorful and imaginary characters and stories (Wilder & Robinson, 2018). Keeping this finding in
mind, I curated PBS KIDS television series episodes as the starting point of each day of the
summer camp. Lowenstein et al. (2018) recommend extending the television viewing to other
online mediums such as digital games, and offline activities such as arts and crafts. This inspired
me to supplement each PBS KIDS episode with several online and offline activities, such as
cataloging plants using a mobile app, coding in ScracthJr, or crafting paper puppets.
Educational media is best utilized through joint engagement between children and a
more knowledgeable partner (Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011), and best designed when the child,
content, and context are in alignment (Guernsey, 2007). I assigned facilitators to smaller groups
of children so that they could play the role of the more knowledgeable partners in the joint-media
engagement. Following Guernsey’s (2007) advice of thinking deeply about the child, content, and
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context – I curated media that was in alignment with the age-range and grade-level curriculum of
the children attending the summer camp.
Following Wilder and Robinson’s (2018) recommendation of trying to extend online
learning offline and Shapiro’s (2019) advice for leveraging media for learning within healthy
boundaries, I created multiple follow-up activities that provided children opportunities to spend
more time offline than online while exploring the theme of the day. Gutiérrez (2020) highlights
that this movement from one setting to another, one activity to another, from one social
interaction to another – can offer learners the opportunity to develop horizontal expertise from
having applied their ideas and understanding in many ways and in many contexts. From an
analysis perspective, I looked at my dissertation from movements across settings (indoor and
outdoor, activity table and media viewing area), across activities (media, making), and across
social interaction (with peers, teachers).
While extending the media-based curriculum to other activities, I leaned on
constructionism (Papert & Harel, 1991) to inspire the design of arts and crafts. In other studies,
similar to my dissertation, I observed that researchers were collecting video data to observe
children’s engagement in the maker activities (Angello et al., 2016; Kim & Zimmerman, 2017;
Marshall & Harron, 2018). I followed this model of recording video observations to capture the
activities at the summer camp, allowing me to revisit the data and also access the context in
which it was recorded. Some researchers analyzed the artifacts as well, capturing photographs of
the final artifact while also documenting the process of getting there (Kafai et al., 2014, May &
Clapp, 2017). Parekh and Gee (2018) refer to artifacts in different stages of making as transitional
objects. In context of the summer camp, I documented photographs of the completed artifacts and
their making-of process.
To understand how children are learning from educational media and related activities,
some researchers used pre-test and post-test scores based on behavior scales and checklists
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(Silander et al., 2016), or study-specific designed assessments (Linebarger and Pitorowski, 2010),
while others relied mainly on video observations (Taylor et al., 2018). Since my summer camp
study was an informal learning environment where children would not like to be tested or
quizzed, I primarily relied on video observations to capture the events and conversations in their
natural and informal state.
As more research is done on transmedia making, it may be possible to find new ways to
extend children’s online learning offline through hands-on activities. The literature shows
potential in development of new studies that could explore children’s transmedia making
activities in different learning environments (formal and informal), with different grade levels
(preschool, kindergarten, elementary, etc.), with different joint-engagement structures (with
friends, with parents, with siblings, with teachers, etc) and across settings (home, school,
outdoors).
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Chapter 3

Methods
This proposal is focused on 4 days (20 hours) of a summer camp organized in 2019,
presented as a case study (Stake, 1995).
Participants and Setting
45 children ages 5-8 participated in the summer camp held at a private school in
Pennsylvania. Design of summer camp activities was a collaboration between me and the summer
camp director. There were 5 facilitators facilitating camp activities, and 2 camera persons
supporting camera placement, video recording, and capturing photographs of children’s designed
artifacts.
Each day of the camp followed a unique learning theme: flowering plants, shapes and
patterns, weather prediction, and architecture. Children viewed short educational media followed
by related hands-on activities. Based on learning theme of the day, children viewed one episode
of PBS KIDS television series (Curious George, and Cat in the Hat knows a lot about that),
followed by related activities such as cataloging flowers, predicting weather, and crafting a paper
house. Data included 20 hours of video observations, photographs, children’s designed artifacts,
questionnaire responses by parents and facilitators, and researcher’s field notes.

Development of the research partnership
With my background in the design industry working on children’s games and educational
media, I was looking for a research partnership at an informal learning site such as museums,
summer camps, afterschool daycare centers, or children’s makerspaces. I utilized purposive
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sampling (Palys, 2008) to create a site selection rubric (Table 3-1) to help determine my research
site.
Table 3-1: Research Site Selection Rubric

Criteria

Daycare
center

Children’s Community Summer
museum
Makerspace Camp
Site 1

Summer
Camp
Site 2

Purposive Sampling (Palys, 2008)
Diversity of participants

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

✓

Children ages 5-8
Open-ness to use
technology
Opportunities for crafting

✓

Opportunities for outdoor
exploration

✓

Experience of site
managers in running
children’s educational
events/camps

✓

✓

Convenience Sampling
Supportive management
Within drivable distance
Sharing cost of supplies

✓
✓

✓

✓
✓

✓

Based on this purposive sampling, I developed a partnership with a summer camp
director at a private school in Pennsylvania, who had organized similar science themed summer
camps for over 10 years. At this private school, summer camps take place for 3 months and each
week has a distinct theme. My study was based on one of the weeks from those 3 months. While I
had the freedom to design this study to fit my research goals, I also had to consider that the rest of
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the weekly camps had a certain time-structure and learning-themes (science, technology,
engineering, art, and math) that the children were familiar with. Collaboratively with the summer
camp director, I developed 4 themes that would fit with the broader model of the summer camp
series. The summer camp director suggested the weekly theme as Playdoh to Plato (Figure 1)
based on her strong belief in Plato’s philosophy:
Do not train a child to learn by force or harshness; but direct them to it by what
amuses their minds, so that you may be better able to discover with accuracy the
peculiar bent of the genius of each.
This philosophy worked well with the theoretical lenses that I was working with – such
as Constructionism, Joint Media Engagement, and Guided Improvisation. All three theoretical
lenses place learners at the center. I developed the summer camp title art that was displayed on
the school’s website and throughout the summer camp site, as shown in Figure 3-1.

Figure 3-1: Visual designed for Playdoh to Plato summer camp

Framework – Transmedia Making Experience Design
Liebeskind and Bryant (2017) suggest that young children may find it challenging to
apply their learning within an app to outside of the digital context. They recommend designing
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digital learning experiences that incorporate simulated real-world materials, or by engaging in the
digital and physical worlds separately through related content. Transmedia making (Tiwari, 2020)
tries to bridge this dimensional divide (Liebeskind & Bryant, 2017) by offering a framework to
design learning environments that connect online with offline experiences.
I designed the Transmedia Making Experience Design (TMXD) framework for educators
and caregivers, as a planning tool for designing engaging learning experiences for children (ages
5-8) around a specific topic (Tiwari, 2020). The TMXD framework is in conceptual stages and
was based on the review of existing empirical studies that connect media with making. It requires
further testing and iterating to be more helpful. In this dissertation, I utilized the TMXD
framework to design the summer camp activities, tested its effectiveness in supporting children’s
engagement, and then revised and improved the framework for future use (reported in Chapter 4).
The TMXD framework recommends 5 steps for designing a learning environment that supports
media inspired making, as shown in Figure 3-2:

Figure 3-2: Transmedia Making Experience Design (TMXD)

First, I explain each of these steps briefly, and then provide specific examples of how I utilized
the framework to design summer camp activities.

(1) Analyze existing resources and learner characteristics to understand the range of
possibilities of a transmedia making experience. What are children’s ages, interests,
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motivations, prior knowledge? What are the technologies, materials, and other resources
available?
(2) Define learning goals and outcomes, specify what is to be learned and how will the
understanding be demonstrated?
(3) Media can be curated or designed in alignment with the learners and learning goals.
(4) Making or maker activities can be curated or designed, building upon the concepts shared
in the media, and in alignment with the learner analysis and goals.
(5) Space where transmedia making will take place, can be virtual or physical, and must
contain all the materials, technologies and other resources that will be needed for the
transmedia making experience.
Advertisements for the camp were shared on social media and the school website. The
summer camp handbook (with details about learning themes, media, and maker activities) was
also shared through social media and the school website (Appendix 1). Parents signed up online
through the school’s website and signed forms in person during drop off. All participants
(including children) also consented verbally.
I used PBS KIDS Media for this study because of the following reasons:
1. Close alignment of my personal view of children's educational media with the
mandate of the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) – to create children's media that is
"entertaining, educational, and most of all to help viewers from 2 to 8 years become
lifelong learners" (Simensky, 2017).
2. Close alignment with curriculum goals highlighted by the summer camp director
3. PBS media is easily accessible across the US accompanied with free resources for
children, caregivers, and educators through the PBS KIDS and PBS parents’
websites.
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For the TMXD framework, I borrowed the ‘experience design’ or XD wording from a relatively
new field of study - Learning Experience Design (LXD). LXD attempts to design and understand
experiences of learners interacting with educational products (Schmidt et al., 2020). I wanted to
focus on supporting the overall experience of children in a designed learning environment, and
LXD values aligned with that goal.

Application of the TMXD framework to summer camp design
Following the 5 steps of the framework, I curated the media, designed follow-up maker
activities, and designed the physical space of the learning environment, as explained in Table 3-2:
Table 3-2: Transmedia Making Experience Design (TMXD) application examples from the
summer camp

Step

Brief
description of the
step

Analyze existing
resources and
Analyze
learner
characteristics

Define

Define learning
goals

Media

Curate or design
relevant
educational media.

Application in the summer camp
Through the camp registration process, I had access to
information such as age-range, interests based on ‘what
other weekly camp themes these children signed up for’.
Discussions with the camp director also helped
understand that most children who attended the summer
camp also attended the private school where it was held
and belong to high SES families. Existing resources at
the school included iPads, Projection screen, 5
facilitators, craft supplies, and 2 large rooms (library
and assembly hall).
4 learning themes were selected: Flowering plants,
shapes and patterns, weather prediction, and architecture
Educational media was selected from PBS KIDS
(Curious George and Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About
That) since these videos were directly available from the
PBS KIDS website and had making-related themes
built-in the chosen episodes. Relevant videos were
found based on keyword search in episode guides. The
free videos from PBS website had lower resolution for
the projection system, so I purchased the same episodes
on Vudu and Amazon Prime streaming services.
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Making

Curate or design
follow-up maker
activities.

I designed some follow-up maker activities using Adobe
Illustrator (such as templates for paper puppets, and a 3d
paper house). Other activities included making a digital
catalog of flowering plants, coding in Scratch, creating
weathervanes and anemometers, designing flower
crowns, creating patterns with colors and yarn.

Space

Design the
physical or virtual
space where
Transmedia
Making will take
place

The library was rearranged for joint viewing of media
(chairs facing projector) in the morning, and in the
afternoon the tables were joined at the center with chairs
around them – to support maker activities. Some
demonstration activities took place in the assembly hall

Each day of the summer camp started with a morning meeting introducing the theme of
the day, followed by a group viewing of a 15-20 min long PBS KIDS episode of the same theme.
After this media-viewing session, children were divided into two groups (ages 5-6 and 7-8). Both
groups took turns to participate in follow-up maker activities based on the media, lasting roughly
4 hours each day.
The following 5 learning themes (Table 3-3) were selected collaboratively with the
Summer Camp Director. Each theme was assigned specific media and maker activities:
Table 3-3: Description of summer camp activities organized by day and learning theme

Day

Learning
Theme

Flowering Plants
Importance of
flowering plants,
Mon how do they support
birds, animals,
insects

Media

Cat in
the
Hat, Episode 105 A,
Flower Power
The Cat in the Hat,
Nick, and Sally explore
the forest to meet
creatures that depend on
flowers to live

Making

Children identified flowers
on campus using iNaturalist
mobile app, designed a paper
puppet of Frida Kahlo (who
often painted flowers),
designed their own flower
crowns and drew their
favorite flowers
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Shapes and
Patterns
Breaking down
Wed complex shapes into
simpler shapes,
shapes within
patterns

Thu

Weather prediction
Predicting weather
using observation
and simple tools

Fri

Architecture
Basic construction
principles, stronger
base and stable parts

(Curious George)
Scavenger Hunt
George and his friends
take part in a scavenger
hunt based on shapes

(Curious George) Red
Sky at Night, Monkey's
Delight
George’s picnic plans
are ruined by the
weather until he uses his
weather journal and
windsock to predict
weather.

(Curious George) Up a
Tree
George builds his own
treehouse based on a
blueprint

Children designed patterns
and shapes using Scratch Jr
on iPads, and designed
patterns with yarn by
wrapping it around a paper
template and/or by coloring
in a provided template

Children designed their own
anemometers and
weathervanes. They also saw
weather experiments
demonstrated by a weather
scientist

Children fold up a paper
template to design their own
3d houses
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Data sources
Data included 20 hours of video observations, photographs, children’s designed artifacts,
questionnaire responses by facilitators, and researcher’s field notes. The data sources and their
respective analyses methods are outlined in Table 3-4.
Table 3-4: Data sources and their respective analyses methods
Data
Video Observations
Photographs
Artifacts
Questionnaire Responses
Field Notes

Analysis Method
Interaction analysis, Thematic analysis
Content Analysis
Content Analysis
Thematic Analysis
Thematic Analysis

Video observations and photographs
All summer camp activities were recorded with 4-6 cameras set up to capture both closeup and broader views of the children’s interactions. Small microphones and audio recorders were
placed around the setting to capture additional audio. I created 3 sets of cameras for each day
keeping in mind that some parts of the library did not have continuous charging available for the
cameras. Camera sets were typically organized by the type of activity, such as media viewing,
outdoor activities, and craft activities. Two camerapersons helped with the setup of cameras and
captured video data in to capture both broader interactions of children with long-shots, and details
of interactions with close-up shots of facial expressions, small group interactions, and maker
activities. All three of us (me and two camerapersons) also used a handheld camera to walk closer
to any interesting activity or interaction that seemed relevant in the moment, and captured
photographs of settings, participants, and artifacts periodically throughout the summer camp.
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Figure 3-3 shows how I organized video observations by camera sets and days.

Figure 3-3: Video Observation organization by camera and day

Figure 3-4 shows the placement of camera and microphones in the three settings for this
study: (a) media viewing setting (b) maker activity setting (c) outdoor activity setting.

Figure 3-4: Settings layout with camera and sound-recorder placement
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Children’s designed artifacts
Inspired by PBS KIDS series Cat in the Hat Knows a Lot About That’s episode Flower
Power, children designed the following artifacts:

Artifact 1: Digital catalog of flowering plants
Facilitators used mobile phones with the iNaturalist app pre-installed on the devices.
Each facilitator worked with a group of 5 children and allowed each child the opportunity to find
a flower, scan it with the app, match the flower with one of the suggested identifications
generated by the app, and save it to the digital catalog (Figure 3-5).

Figure 3-5: Digital catalog of flowering plants created by children using the iNaturalist app,
geolocation information redacted
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Artifact 2: Flowers-themed crafts
After learning about flowering plants in the PBS KIDS media, children learned about
Frida Kahlo and her love of flowers, through a brief discussion with facilitators. I designed the
template of Frida Kahlo paper puppet using Adobe Illustrator and printed it out on cardstock.
Children cut out the puppet outline and assembled the jointed paper doll using paper fasteners
(Figure 3-6).

Figure 3-6: Frida Kahlo Paper Puppet template and assembled puppets
Children also made flower crowns by using carboard strips and foam stickers and drew
their favorite flowers inside a house-shaped card template (Figure 3-7). Some children also
colored people-shaped wooden bookmarks to go with their house-shaped cards.

Figure 3-7: Flower crowns and house-shaped cards with drawings of favorite flowers
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Inspired by PBS KIDS series Curious George’s episode Scavenger Hunt where George
and friends look for shapes and patterns in their everyday environment, children designed the
following artifacts:

Artifact 3: Patterns through coding
Children were asked to pick any character and background of their choice in ScratchJr,
pre-installed on iPads, and code the character to walk across the screen in a pattern. In Figure 38, screenshot of ScratchJr is shown, where a child made a fairy character dances across the screen
in a pattern that repeats twice.

Figure 3-8: Screenshot from Scratch Jr. Fairy coded to walk across the screen in a pattern

Artifact 4: Patterns through art
Children were briefly introduced to a character I designed called Spider-Gram (a spin-off
of Spiderman). Spider-Gram is a friendly neighborhood spider grandmother who loves to knit
sweaters for herself and other members of the community. Originally, I designed Spider-Gram
shaped 3d-printed loom which was easy to loop through for children by using large plastic
needles and yarn to create patterns. In shortage of these looms, we switched to carboard looms
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shaped like Spider-Gram (with slits along the edges to hold yarn in place). Children simply
wrapped yarn around this loom in colorful patterns. During short breaks in the camp, children
could choose to color-in Spider-Gram coloring sheets where they could draw any patterned
sweater of their choice. All variations of Spider-Gram themed pattern art activities are shown in
Figure 3-9.

Figure 3-9: Spider-Gram 3d printed loom, cardboard loom, and color-in art
Inspired by PBS KIDS series Curious George’s episode Red Sky at Night, Monkey’s
Delight where George tries to predict weather using a weather journal, observations, and a
windsock, children designed the following artifacts:

Artifact 5: Anemometers
Children assembled anemometers using paper cups, straws, and a pin. They were able to
test the spinning mechanism of the anemometer by blowing at the center of the anemometer or by
holding it in front of a pedestal fan in lack of natural wind that day (as shown in Figure 3-10).
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Figure 3-10: Children testing out anemometers to check the spinning mechanism

Artifact 6: Weathervanes
Children put together weathervanes using paper cups, straws, pencils, and a pin to point
towards the source of the wind (as shown in Figure 3-11).

Figure 3-11: Facilitator explaining directionality of weathervanes
Inspired by PBS KIDS series Curious George’s episode Up a Tree, where George builds
his own treehouse based on a blueprint, children designed the following artifacts:

Artifact 7: Blueprints
Children were asked to draw their dream houses, outlining as many features as they liked.
Figure 3-12 is a blueprint drawn by a child that showcasing a house, a treehouse, hammock,
swing, etc.
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Figure 3-12: Example blueprint of a house designed by a child

Artifact 8: 3D paper house
Children were provided a cardstock template of a house. Facilitators helped children cut
and fold the template to assemble a 3d house shape, as shown in Figure 3-13.

Figure 3-13: Paper template assembled as a 3d house shape

Questionnaire responses by facilitators and summer-camp Director
Questionnaire for 5 facilitators had three open ended questions sent by email:
(1) What were some positive experiences during this summer camp?
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(2) What were some challenges during this summer camp?
(3) Would you use the TMXD framework in your own teaching practice in the future?
Why or why not?

Field notes
Throughout the data collection process, I maintained field notes that included planning
documents such as schedules for each day and the role of each facilitator, my handwritten notes
about personal observations before, during, and after activities of each day, and a few artifacts
that children gifted me (Figure 3-14). While I photographed all the artifacts designed by children
before they took it home, I appreciate that I was able to keep some of them with me.

Figure 3-14: Summer camp field notes binder

Challenges and missed opportunities in data collection
Few days before that start of the summer camp, there were unexpected repair-work
scheduled in the 3 rooms that I was going to utilize to setup the spaces (viewing space, making
space, and gathering/meeting space). On the morning of the summer camp, I worked with what I
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had – the library – to rearrange the same space suited for viewing, and later for making. The time
it took for us (me and camerapersons) to reorganize our setup, made it difficult to capture some of
the details. For example, I did not have enough time to (a) record discussions around flowering
plants and how Frida Kahlo expressed ecology of flowering plants (b) pause the video at a point
of conflict and facilitate discussions with children about what they thought could be a solution.
I ran short of resources twice during this study: The school was supposed to share their
toy robots for the “make a toy robot move in a pattern” activity, however the keys to the storage
room were not found on time. University makerspace was supposed to 3d print looms for children
that I had designed, for the yarn-pattern activity. However, the makerspace was closed for
maintenance for two weeks before the study. A day before the study, I had to replace the 3d
printed loom activity with cardboard looms that I painstakingly cutout at home with help of
family and friends. I also designed a color-in pattern activity a day before the camp, as a backup
for children who might find working with yarn and cardboard-loom frustrating.
The iNaturalist activity was supposed to be followed by drawings or paper models of
children’s favorite flowering plants that they cataloged earlier in the day labelled with the
common name of the flowers. However, due to time limitations, the iNaturalist activity ended
with just the cataloging process. While it still turned out to be a great exploratory activity, there
was no ‘making’ involved.
Parents were given a pre survey by email, asking for favorite PBS shows, and a post
survey of whether children had any at-home discussions about any of the 4 learning themes from
the camp. Only 2 parents (out of 45) responded, and the two responses are also not detailed.
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Data analysis
Thematic analysis of video observations of children, thematic analysis of questionnaire
responses by facilitators, interaction analysis of selected video observations of children, and a
content analysis of the artifacts produced by children were used to find patterns in the data.
Ash (2007) argues that since natural, social conversations and interactions are often
discontinuous, it is important to connect different pieces of a puzzle, to generate a wholesome
view of meaning-making over time. She recommends that a good way to capture discontinuous
events is through 3 levels of analysis:
1. First level: Flowchart, or the overview of the entire day. I edited a 1-hour summary of
each day of the camp to capture the most essential details. I created data logs and selected
transcripts from this larger data set.
2. Intermediate level: Significant Event (SE) or analysis of one segment of the flowchart in
greater detail. I broke down each day into significant events (such as media viewing,
making anemometers, cataloging flowering plants etc.), transcribed each event, and
identified emerging themes.
3. Microgenetic level: Detailed dialogic analysis of SEs in greater detail (dialog, gesture,
gaze, actions, etc.). I broke down some segments into data clips (less than 2 minutes) for
interaction analysis.
All three levels of data analysis were performed and documented with the help of software
tools such as InqScribe (for transcription), Adobe Creative Cloud (Adobe Premiere for video
editing, Adobe Illustrator for analysis-related visuals, and Adobe In-Design for learner journeys),
LucidChart (for data organization visuals), Scrivener and Microsoft word (for documenting data
analysis) as shown in Figure 3-15.
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Figure 3-15: Data analysis plan and software tools

Thematic analysis of video observations of children
I created content logs 20 hours of data, and transcribed significant events. Significant
events were selected based on high engagement indicators such as a high degree of attention,
curiosity, collaboration, and interest of children in the media and maker activities observed
through their facial expressions, body language, conversations, and other interactions. I also
generated two edited sequences: (a) Journey videos following activities of three children across 4
days to observe their overall connected learning experiences and (b) Split-screen videos of PBS
KIDS media alongside both age groups of children to understand age-level differences while
reacting to media.
Guidelines provided by Braun and Clarke (2014), and Saldaña (2013) were utilized to
generate emerging themes from all 20 hours of the data through familiarization with data,
development of initial codes, searching and reviewing themes, defining and naming these themes,
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and producing a summary of broad themes. After generating broad themes, specific themes were
selected that could best help answer the research questions about patterns of participation,
children’s engagement and learning environment design.

Thematic analysis of questionnaire responses
To analyze the questionnaire responses by facilitators, I generated insights inductively
(since it’s only 5 responses). I also cross-analyzed facilitator responses with my own field notes
and memos because our roles as facilitators overlapped on several occasions.
Questionnaire for 5 facilitators had only two open ended question sent by email:
(4) What were some positive experiences during this summer camp?
(5) What were some challenges during this summer camp?
For example, one facilitator describes in questionnaire response “Some of the other facilitators
are science teachers and maybe they were more prepared to talk about the science of flowers, but
I felt like I needed more preparation in advance to be more helpful”. I inductively analyzed this as
the preparation stress for facilitators, which was also reflected in responses from a few other
facilitators.

Interaction analysis of selected video observations of children
Jordan and Henderson’s (1995) interaction analysis guidelines were followed to select
four short video excerpts (ranging between 45 seconds to 2 minutes) from the 20 hours of total
video data. Each video excerpt was transcribed along with embedded timecodes for reference. I
applied the interaction analysis techniques and presentation style recommended by Goodwin
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(2007) to draw parallels between the interactions on screen (within media), and interactions
among children viewing media.

Content analysis of artifacts
Each maker activity had its unique features, affordances, and learning goals. Some activities were
structured, simply following a template, such as the 3D paper house, paper puppet, anemometer,
and weathervane. Other activities were semi-structured with the ability to make the artifacts
unique, such as the flower crown, house-shaped cards, blueprints of dream houses, creating
patterns with the Spider-Gram loom/coloring pages or coding in ScratchJr. I also made
handwritten notes about children’s blueprint drawings at the end of the day, by asking them to
explain their art. I maintained these notes so that I do not misinterpret their artwork.
Content analysis of structured artifacts was based on themes like (a) following instruction
(b) observing demonstration (c) troubleshooting. Content analysis of semi-structured artifacts was
based on themes such as (a) demonstration of underlying concept (b) aesthetics (c)
troubleshooting. In context of this dissertation, I’m distinguishing between structured and semistructured activities in order to understand the relationship between the amount of planning of the
activities (following a template accurately vs loose guideline for activities), and the engagement
they produce.

Mapping journeys of children across multiple activities

Pietro-Alvarez and colleagues (2018) describe learner journey maps as a visual summary
of learning activities that shows the activities in different phases, pain points or emotions of
learners as they go through these phases, and specific experiences and expectations of learners for
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the future. Schmidt and colleagues (2020) suggest that learning designers and learning scientists
can benefit from borrowing ideas from related fields such as human-centered design and userexperience design (UXD), because all these disciplines place user/learner at the center. They
consider Learning Experience Design (LXD) an emerging interdisciplinary field.
I utilized journey maps for three analysis purposes:
1. Mapping the specific experiences of 3 children across 4 days to potentially
understand their overall experiences in the summer camp
2. Mapping the experiences of all children across creation of 8 individual artifacts to
potentially understand the opportunities and barriers caused by configuration of
activities as structured or semi-structured, and
3. Mapping the experiences of researcher, children, and facilitators across components
of the TMXD framework: analyze, define, media, making, and space.
I borrowed the basic layout of a journey map from UXD and LXD fields (Pietro-Alvarez
et al., 2018), and modified it to include the activities, feelings, experiences, and expectations of
researcher, facilitators, and children across the five steps of the TMXD framework.
The goal of creating these journey maps was to understand the overall experiences of
children and facilitators at the summer camp and serve as a mode of analyzing the successes and
shortcomings of the TMXD framework in practice. Journey maps not only map the emotions of
the stakeholders across phases and activities, but also help identify the pain points. By identifying
these pain points, it may become easier to understand and serve expectations for the future.

Study limitations
While this research was carefully planned and conducted, I acknowledge its
shortcomings. When I designed the activities, I was expecting roughly 20 children to enroll in the
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summer camp, based on the enrollment trends from previous years. The ratio of 5 facilitators to
20 students would have allowed me to pause media at interesting points and provide prompts for
discussions. However, 45 children enrolled in the summer camp (until a day before start of the
study) and the number of facilitators remained the same. Although I appreciated the
overwhelming response to registrations, this larger population of children constrained the time
and energy spent on deeper discussions and generated more surface-level conversations around
the transmedia making activities.
Another limitation of this study is the lack of insights from parents about children’s
media-usage and the influence of the summer camp intervention on their learning. I received a
very low number of responses from parents – only 2 out of 45 families responded to the pre and
post surveys.
Finally, as a qualitative study involving multiple activities, a work-in-progress framework
and interdisciplinary theoretical ideas – this study covered more width instead of depth, in terms
of generating insightful findings. As a novice researcher I learned more about the lack of depth in
hindsight rather than in-the-moment.

Researcher identity
I served as the primary researcher and one of the summer-camp facilitators for this
dissertation study. As a qualitative research project, the study design, data collection and analysis
were influenced by my background, experiences, and personality. I was trained in media arts (BS
in Film, MFA in Animation) and previously worked as a game designer and UX designer. My
visual presentation and storytelling experiences from previous jobs carried into the design of
materials for this study. My industry background also drew me to observations and analysis that
could generate some pointers for improving practice in the future. I stay true to this identity of a
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designer-turned-researcher by offering a framework and worksheet for practitioners to use in their
own work, even if they were not interested in reading a long dissertation that precedes these
resources. During media studies my specialization was comedy writing, and humor has remained
an important lens to view everyday life for me. I was naturally drawn to how children responded
to the humor in the media presented in this study, and how that generated engagement with the
educational content of the media.
My son (age 6 at the time of data collection) also participated in the Summer Camp. By
design, he was assigned to small groups where another facilitator was leading activities. It was
also announced in the morning assembly that I was his mom, and many children knew both me
and my son from attending the summer camps in the previous weeks and years.
Besides me, the data were reviewed by two small research groups (as part of data
analysis courses). In each group presentation, transcripts, artifacts, and videos were reviewed in
combination to understand the overall context. My analysis was iteratively developed through
individual and group revisions, and feedback from my advisor and committee members.

Ethical considerations
This study was approved by the Penn State University Institutional Review Board.
Parents of children who participated in the study provided written consent. Children offered oral
consent. Pseudonyms were used to protect participant identities. While families and children had
consented to participate in the study, I purposefully switched off camera recordings when some
children had a meltdown because of reasons beyond the scope of the summer camp research
convention. Two children at the summer camp had a wheat allergy, so I removed all playdohbased activities.
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Chapter 4

Results
The purpose of this study was to explore how educational media can be used to extend
children’s learning experiences across the screens (television, mobile, tablet) and beyond these
screens through hands-on maker activities, with a focus on their engagement.
My goal was to answer the following three research questions:
1. What were the patterns of participation and engagement in children’s media and
follow-up activities?
2. How did the configuration of activities as structured or semi-structured, create
opportunities or barriers for children’s engagement?
3. How did the design of the learning environment influence children’s experiences
with media and making?
Based on qualitative analysis of data, I uncovered the following answers:
1. The four patterns that influenced participation and engagement are: (1) Mediacontent (narrative, music, humor, characters), (2) Children’s individuality (their
interests, background, familiarity with media), (3) Facilitation efforts during followup activities, (4) Aesthetics of the maker-activity materials.
2. Configuration of activities (as structured or semi-structured) offered opportunities for
engagement primarily through aesthetic choices and troubleshooting.
3. The learning environment itself afforded opportunities for engagement through the
technology, people, physical space, and sociocultural factors that were part of
summer camp activities.
These answers are explained with greater detail in the following sections
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Pattern 1: Influence of media on engagement
To answer my first research question ‘What were the patterns of participation and
engagement in children’s media and follow-up activities?’ - I transcribed and analyzed emergent
themes in the video data to identify the following four patterns that influence participation and
engagement: (a) media content such as humor and characters, (b) children’s individuality in terms
of their interests and prior knowledge, (c) facilitation, (d) aesthetics of maker activities.
In terms of theoretical lenses previously discussed in the Literature review, I primarily
used Joint Media Engagement (Takuechi & Stevens, 2011) to understand children’s interactions
with each other and with the media, Constructionism (Papert & Harel, 1991) to make sense of
children’s maker activities, guided improvisation (Sawyer, 2011) to understand facilitation
strategies, and horizontal learning (Gutiérrez, 2014) to observe the traveling of ideas from media
to making.

Humor and music in the media as priming for upcoming educational content
In the following transcript excerpts, children are watching PBS KIDS episodes on a
projector in the library. For ease of analysis and clarity in presentation, I chose to put the visuals
from the episodes on the left column, and children’s reactions to the media on the right column. I
used Joint Media Engagement as a theoretical lens (Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011) to understand
children’s responses to media. The authors suggest in their report for Joan Ganz Cooney Center,
that the joint interactions while watching media can take place between families, peers, or
siblings. I use the peer aspect of JME to understand joint engagement between children. I also
used media content factors as outlined by Guernsey (2007) to study PBS KIDS media viewed by
the children in this study.
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Guernsey (2007) suggests that media content such as the underlying educational
curriculum, narrative, language, social cues, characters, and settings, should be easy to
comprehend for children. In this case study, as children watched episodes of Cat in the Hat knows
a lot about that, and Curious George – their reactions (expressions, body language, laughter, etc.)
implied that the media content was easy to comprehend. In the following excerpt of children
watching the ‘Flower Power’ episode of Cat in the Hat, I observed that specific parts of the media
content - the title song’s music and humor, captured children’s attention and primed them for the
rest of the episode. I use the word priming to describe how the title song introduced the characters
and prepared children for the educational content that would follow – in this case, introducing the
characters of the Cat, Thing One and Thing Two, Fish, Nick, and Sally. The song also establishes
the premise of the series that these characters will be going on an adventure to understand
something about nature, but the exact details of the adventure unfold as the title of the show is
revealed, and the characters introduce the educational theme through story. In this case, Sally
expresses that she is looking for a flower for her mother, and Cat suggests they go to a special
forest to find it.
Table 4-1: Excerpt transcript of Flower Power episode of PBS KIDS’ The Cat in the Hat knows
a lot about that, along with description of children’s reactions to the media: humor and music as
priming
Media

Transcript of media
[01] Cat in the hat title
song

[02] Thing-one and
Thing-two slide on ice
with the cat and
penguins. Cat is about to
slip on the ice!

Media reactions

Transcript of media
reactions
Multiple children:
Yay!

Multiple children
laugh. Jenna laughs
the loudest
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[03] Thing one and thing
two slide on the ice
again
[04] “he knows a lot
about; he knows a lot
about that!”

Kelly sings along the
theme song, while
leaning on
(facilitator) Sue

[05] theme music fades
and episode title
revealed

Roy: Flower power!
Kelly: Flower power!
Kenneth: Oh this
one!
Roy: Did you know
this one?
Kenneth: I..I know
this one..I know it!

[06] Nick: Wow! Look!
Over there!
[07] Cat: Tada!!!
[08] Sally: (laughs)
That’s not a flower!
It’s the cat in the hat!

Tracy: It’s the cat in
the hat!
Jenna: That’s the cat
in the hat with a
flower hat!

[09] Cat: Yes, it’s me!
The cat, the cat in the
hat! Aren’t I a pretty
kitty? Prrrrrr Whatcha
doing?

The entire group is
laughing

[08] Sally: We’re trying
to look for a flower for
my mom!
[9] Cat: A flower? I love
flowers! What kind do
you need? Large? Extralarge? Stripy? Spotty?
Or plastic?
[10] Sally: Hmm, I don’t
know! But it has to be
really pretty.
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[11] Cat: Pretty is smart,
but that’s just the start!
They can be exciting,
amazing, spectacular!
Sally: They can??
[12] Cat: Oh they can,
can, can!
I can show you just how
special flowers can be!
[13] Nick: A bear would
be even more special
[14] Sally: We can’t gift
my mom a bear, Nick!

Roy laughs at Nick’s
idea of finding a
bear
[15] Cat: She’s right
nick, believe me you
don’t wanna sniff a bear!
I know. A place where
fun flowers bloom! In
the wonderful forest of
flora fa-zoom!
The entire group laughs when the Cat says,
“Believe me you don’t wanna sniff a bear!”
[16] Sally asks her mom
if they could go to the
forest, and once she
approves, the adventure
song begins.
[17] Cat in the hat title
song “Isn’t this fun?
Here we go, go, go, go on an adventure! The
thing-a-ma-jigger is up
and away!…”

Jenna and Kelly sing
along (other kids sing
a few lines along)

In the excerpt presented in table 4-1, multiple children exclaim “Yay!” as soon as the Cat
in the Hat title song begins playing (Line 1) and Kelly loudly sings along the last part of the song
(Line 4). This exclamation and sing-along represent familiarity with the character and a sense of
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emotional connection with the show. According to Brittain et al. (2018), familiarity with popular
characters from television shows supports children’s immediate connection with media-based
curriculum. Sally as an animated character also visually represents children’s emotions, choices,
and ideas (Bailey et al., 2006) – such as her willingness to find a beautiful flower for her mother
(Line 8). Children particularly laughed at large movements and physical comedy in the media,
such as when the characters slide on the ice (Line 2), and when Cat jumps out from behind a bush
and purrs (Lines 7 and 9). Children also laughed when the characters said something silly, such as
when Nick suggests Sally could find a bear instead of a flower, and Cat mentions one must not
sniff a bear (Lines 13 and 15). Jenna and Kelly also sang along the second song where Cat and his
friends are ready to go into the jungle to find a flower (Line 17).
Hupert and Adair (2018) suggest that social arrangements can shape their joint-media
experiences. In this case the social arrangement was children’s viewing of the media as a group in
an informal setting. Children’s laughter was often gradually amplified when multiple individuals
had the same immediate reaction to the media (Lines 2, 13, 15). Takeuchi & Stevens (2011)
highlight mutual media-engagement between different people, such as among children and
facilitators. This mutual engagement is seen between multiple children as they laugh together on
the comedic aspects of the show, and when Kelly is seen leaning over facilitator Sue (Line 4)
while singing the title song. I infer from Kelly’s posture that she is familiar, comfortable, and/or
emotionally connected to Sue.

Layering scientific information between humorous moments in the media
Wilder and Robinson (2018) recommend using animated media to make it easier to
understand abstract concepts. In the following excerpt from transcripts of children’s joint-media
viewing of the ‘Flower Power’ episode of The Cat in the Hat knows a lot about that, children got
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an inside-view of the flower and understood the nature and purpose of nectar through humor and
abstraction: characters miniaturize, walk inside flower walls, and get stuck in the nectar.
Table 4-2: Excerpt transcript of Flower Power episode of PBS KIDS’ The Cat in the Hat knows
a lot about that, along with description of children’s reactions to the media: hummingbirds and
flowers
Media

Transcript of media

[01] Sally (to
hummingbird): What are
you doing?
[02] Hummingbird
(sings): drinking dinner
from this flower
[03] Nick: You mean
there’s food in there?
[04] Hummingbird
(sings): It’s nectar and it
tastes good hummingbirds’ favorite
drink
[05] all characters
shrink in size with help
of a shrink button on
thingamajigger, and fly
inside the flower,
walking through nectar
[06] Cat: yuck, it’s like
walking on glue
[07] Sally: that must be
the nectar that the
hummingbird drinks

Media reactions

Transcript of media
reactions
Children quietly
gazing at the screen,
examples – Roy and
Ken

Kelly quietly looking
at the screen, with
her hand in her
mouth when
characters enter the
flower
Eddie and Shaun
smile in anticipation
of something funny
about to happen as
Cat steps into sticky
nectar

[08] Nick: Cool! Look at
me! I’m like a spider
[09] Nick falls

[10] fish: INCOMING!!
[11] Nick: ugh!! I can’t
get out!
[12] Nick: Ah! We’re all
stuck!!

Jenna laughs, then
points at screen and
continues laughing
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Group laughs

[13] Thing one and thing
two try to help everyone
get un-stuck but fail.
Tracy (mimicking the
fish): “Incoming!”

In the excerpt presented in table 4-2, we see the media characters magically miniaturizing and
following a hummingbird inside a flower. The first humorous moment in this excerpt is when
Nick starts crawling on the walls of the flower like a spider (Line 8), a few moments later he falls
on the Fish (Line 9 and 10) and Thing One and Thing two try to get them un-stuck (Line 13).
Between these comedic moments, the media delivers scientific information – that nectar is
contained inside the walls of flowers, and it’s a sticky substance that the hummingbirds eat.
Children express a quiet and focused gaze on the screen when the story is describing a course of
events, such as, the characters talking to the hummingbird, then miniaturizing and entering the
flower (Lines 1-5). Big group laughter is heard when Nick falls off from the walls of the flower
and all characters get stuck in the nectar (Lines 10-12). Jenna laughs while pointing at the screen
and later covers her mouth to muffle her loud laughter (Lines 10-12). Through this comedic
expression of characters getting stuck inside a flower, the story establishes that nectar is a sticky
substance inside flowers that hummingbirds use as food.
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Anticipating story and making scientific predictions
Takeuchi & Stevens (2011) suggest that Joint-Media Engagement can support co-creation
of understandings. In the following excerpt from transcript of children’s joint-media viewing of
an episode of Curious George, children jointly predict it would rain, based on their observations
of dark clouds.
Table 4-3: Excerpt transcript of ‘Red sky at night, monkey’s delight’ episode of PBS KIDS’
Curious George, along with description of children’s reactions to the media: anticipating story
Media

Transcript of media
[01] Man with the yellow
hat: Boy, what a great
day, ha

Media reactions

Transcript of media
reactions
Quiet gaze

[02] George looks at his
weather journal and
compares it with the view
of the sky

[03] Narrator: But there
were clouds, it should
have been raining.
[04] Narrator: Unless –

Kelly: Clouds did not
…dark clouds!
Kelly turns to
Chelsea to make a
prediction, children
around them also
helped

[05] Narrator: Maybe
only dark clouds made
rain. The white clouds
didn’t.

Jenna turns back to
look at Rhonda.

[06] George makes sad
sounds, as he draws
white clouds in his
weather journal

Kelly: Aww. He’s
crying!
Milo: It’s ok.
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[07] Narrator: Early the
next morning, the clouds
overhead were white, so
now he could have that
picnic
[08] George tries to setup
his picnic mat but it’s too
windy to lay flat. George
seems annoyed by the
picnic mat falling on his
face with the wind
[09] Dark clouds appear
[10] Sounds of thunder. It
starts raining heavily.
George’s picnic basket is
soaking wet

Jenna: Now it’s mad!
Oh ha-ha…he’s mad
now
Several children
laugh
Milo: Now it means
it’s happening (rain)
Tracy: Oh, it’s gonna
rain!
Several other
children say “It’s
gonna rain”
Kelly [indistinct]
…not gonna eat the
sandwich!

In the excerpt presented in table 4-3, children were forming an opinion about black
clouds as a group, while watching the Curious George episode. I observed these conversations as
naturalistic reflective conversations among children (Allen & Peterman, 2019). In this example,
at first George appears confused while looking at the sky where he sees clouds, but no rain (Lines
2 & 3). At this point Kelly turns to her friend Chelsea and predicts that only dark clouds would
suggest upcoming rain (Line 3). Milo was the first to point out that dark clouds were a sign of
upcoming rain (Line 9). Jenna turns back to look at Rhonda, the meteorology PhD student who
talked about dark clouds earlier in the day (Line 5). In response to the sound of thunder along
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with the dark clouds (Line 10), Tracy and several other children also predict that it would rain.
These interactions represent the joint-media engagement to generate shared understandings.
Linebarger and Piotrowski (2010) observe that children can be emotionally invested in
characters and could form parasocial relationships with them. In this case, Kelly expresses
concern when George is sad and confused about the accuracy of his weather journal (Line 6).
Jenna acknowledges that George must be feeling upset about his picnic being ruined because of
the rain (Line 8), and Kelly points out that George won’t be able to eat his sandwich because of
the rain.
During long periods of time when narrator is speaking or when characters are
transitioning to new setting, children are quiet and holding a steady gaze. They seem more
engaged and vocal when there is exaggerated comedic action from the characters, such as George
struggling to keep the picnic mat on the ground when the weather gets windy and rainy (Line 8).

Predicting materials and tools for the design of objects
Some of the key features of JME are the mutual engagement between different people,
cocreation of understandings, and boundary crossing of time and setting. Children’s JME
interactions could be informed by their knowledge and experiences outside of the media
(Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011). In the following excerpt from children’s JME experiences with an
episode of Curious George, I observed children’s predictions of the tools and materials George
would need to design a treehouse. Some of their knowledge about the tools and materials was
based on their understanding outside of the media because the episode itself did not provide
names for the tools used or ideal materials that should be used. This prior knowledge about tools
also speaks to the idea of horizontal learning (Gutiérrez, 2014) where children bring knowledge
from one part of their life to another.
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Table 4-4: Excerpt from transcript of Up a tree episode of PBS KIDS’ Curious George, along
with description of children’s reactions to the media: predicting tools and materials
Media

Transcript of media
[01] George steps on the
cardboard floor of his
treehouse, but falls

[02] Narrator: he
definitely needed
something less….bendy

Media reactions

Transcript of
media reactions
Rachel: He needs
wood….he needs
wood

Rachel: He needs
wood.
.

Rachel: It’s wood
[03] Narrator: So George
went to see what other
houses were made of?

[04] George looks inside
the henhouse and finds
hay

[04] Mrs. Renkins: Hey
ya George! Like the new
henhouse I’m buildin’?

[05] George looks at the
blueprints of the
henhouse

Rachel: No not
hay!!
Kelly (stands up):
No, not hay, not
hay!!
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[06] George points at the
actual henhouse while
looking at the blueprints

[07] Mrs Renkins: Those?
Oh those are my plans!

[08] George:
Ahh! (he looks at his
notepad)
[09] Narrator: Of course!
George needed a plan!

[10] George is drawing
his treehouse plan

Milo: He needs to
draw his treehouse

[11] Mrs Renkins uses a
motorized jigsaw to trim
the edge of a wood panel

[12] George shows his
treehouse plan to Mrs
Jenkins

Megan: He wants
the chain saw!
Roy: That’s not a
chain saw!
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In the excerpt presented in table 4-4, George attempts to create a treehouse floor using a
cardboard, but since it is not sturdy enough, he falls (Lines 1 and 2). Rachel predicts that George
needs wood. As the narrator continues to describe the ideal material George would need, Rachel
repeats her prediction “He needs wood. It’s wood.” (Lines 2 and 3). As George continues to
observe other materials in the henhouse, Rachel repeats that hay would be the wrong choice (Line
4) while Kelly passionately stands up and says “No, not hay! Not hay!”. Children quietly observe
as George looks at Mrs. Renkins’ henhouse plans. Milo predicts “He needs to draw his treehouse”
(Line 10). As Mrs. Renkins uses a motorized jigsaw to trim the edge of a wood panel (Line 11),
Megan predicts the tool is a chain saw, while Roy predicts it’s something else (Line 12). These
conversations elicit examples of how media can generate opportunities to predict tools and
materials based on children’s knowledge and experiences outside media.

Emotional responses to character
Bond and Calvert (2014) suggest that children can perceive characters as their social
others, and Richert and colleagues (2011) believe that children’s parasocial relationships with
characters has a positive bearing on the learning process. In the following excerpt from transcripts
from children’s JME with a Curious George episode, we see empathetic responses from Megan
when George is physically hurt.
Table 4-5: Excerpt from transcript of Up a tree episode of PBS KIDS’ Curious George, along
with description of children’s reactions to the media: emotional responses to character
Media

Transcript of media

Media reactions

Transcript of
media reactions
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[01] George places first
wall over the floor,
leaning it against the
tree trunk.
[02] George opens his
toolbox and picks up
nails and hammer.

[03] George places the
nail on a random spot
and randomly hits the
hammer around it

Jenna and Tracy are laughing, Megan looks sad
and concerned
[04] George hurt his
leg with the hammer

Tracy: He was yelling
like….pow
pow…(laughs)

Megan (turns to
Tracy and Jenna):
It’s not funny!
It’s not!
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[05] George recalls
(memory bubble on
screen) that Mr.
Jenkins was using a
tool to hold the nails as
he hit them with a
hammer

Milo: I think he’s
going to pinch his
toe

[06] George is now
holding the nail with a
plier and hitting more
strategically with a
hammer

Jenna: What did
he just do??
(Tracy is
laughing)

[07] George notices
that the nail is bendy

[08] George readjusts
the angle at which he is
holding the nail and
hits the head with a
better aim. The nail
goes in smoothly this
time

Jenna: There! He
did it!
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[09] wall comes
crashing, as George
had only secured one
side of the wall with
just two nails

Jenna, Tracy, Rachel, and Roy are laughing the
loudest
[09] George appears
sad as he lays under the
collapsed treehouse

Megan (turns
around facing
Jenna and Tracy):
“You shouldn’t
laugh…he’s hurt!”

In the excerpt presented in table 4-5, we see that George is putting together a treehouse by placing
planks of wood on a tree, and then trying to nail them together (Lines 1 and 2). Children observe
this process while being quiet and maintain a stable gaze on the screen. When George hits a nail
carelessly and yelps when his foot is accidentally hurt by the hammer, Tracy and Jenna laugh
(Line 3) while Megan looks sad and concerned about George’s safety. As Tracy and Jenna
continue to laugh (Line 4), Megan turns around and says, “It’s not funny!”. When George recalls
the correct way to hold a nail in place, as demonstrated by his neighbor Mr. Jenkins (Line 5),
Milo predicts that George would perhaps pinch his toes to hold the nail in place. George then
holds the nail in place with pliers, but the hammered nail is deformed (Lines 6 and 7), and Megan
still looks concerned for George. When George finally hits the nail at the right angle, Jenna
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celebrates “There! He did it!” (Line 8). However, the treehouse walls come crashing over George
and he is seen sandwiched between the floor and one wall of the treehouse. Most children
laughed at this point, and Jenna, Tracy Rachel and Roy laughed the loudest (Line 9). Megan
continues to look very sad and turns around facing Jenna and Tracy again, saying “You shouldn’t
laugh..he’s hurt!” (Line 10). Megan’s expressions of concern and speaking up on his behalf,
represent her view of George as a social other, a friend.
In the learning sciences field, new research is emerging on the importance of emotions in
the learning process. For example, Vea (2020) describes “emotional configurations” as emotions
being a driving condition for learning, or as a goal of learning itself. In this case study, perhaps
Megan’s emotional responses to George’s struggles will draw her attention to creating a safer
treehouse where George will never get hurt. Her emotions have the capability of becoming a
driving force for learning to problem-solve.

Pattern 2: Influence of children’s individuality on engagement
Children’s engagement with media and follow-up activities was influenced by their
individuality, specifically their familiarity with the media, familiarity with the educational
content, their preferences in aesthetics of the artifacts, and their personal interests in certain
activities such as coding, music, or arts and crafts. As Sheridan and colleagues (2014) observed,
participants of maker activities are often heterogenous in terms of their backgrounds, level of
expertise, and interests. Dale Dougherty (2013) argues that despite the heterogeneity of interests,
making is ultimately influenced by the mindset or the motivation, interest and self-efficacy
needed to make objects. I present three unique cases that follow three children across four days
and multiple media and maker activities. I view their heterogeneity from the lens of their
familiarity with the media, their aesthetic sensibilities, and their personal interests.
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Kelly was the most familiar with media, often singing-along the title songs and
expressing familiarity with the names of the characters. Kelly also engaged in media-based
discussions during the flower-cataloging activity using iNaturalist App. Tracy, although not very
familiar with the PBS KIDS media, was very expressive during the media-viewing. He expressed
most interest in the weathervane activity. Jenna had the most vocal responses to media and
expressed high interest in the arts and crafts activities. I present the cases of these three children
using journey maps inspired by Pietro-Alvarez and colleagues (2018), presenting a visual
summary of activities and experiences.
I acknowledge that learner journeys presented in the following section are just a fragment
of a much longer journey these children are on. As Gutiérrez (2014) conceptualizes in horizontal
learning, children apply ideas horizontally across settings, contexts, activities, interactions etc.
The learner journey at a summer camp is just a small piece of that horizontal learning – which can
be recorded and observed for the purpose of this study. Ultimately, the learner journey presented
here is a bird’s eye view of children’s activities over the course of four days but does not intend
to summarize their overall learning preferences, interests, personalities, or engagement-levels.

Case 1: Kelly
Kelly was very familiar with both television series used in this summer camp: Cat in the
Hat knows a lot about that, and Curious George. This familiarity is evident when she sang-along
the theme songs for both shows across four days. She based her aesthetic choices on her outfit,
such as selecting orange and pink foam stickers for her flower crown when she wore a dress
dotted with orange and pink shapes, and selected pink and white yarn for the Spider-Gram craft
on her birthday when her outfit had the same colors.
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On the last day of the summer camp, Kelly was less active (sitting still, not taking breaks
to walk around), and rested her head on the table for the entire episode-viewing session. I
interpret this as her feeling physically tired which could have resulted in her staying mostly quiet
and dis-engaged during both the media and maker activities.
One of the benefits of using a learner journey map is seeing the bigger picture and how
different aspects might connect. For example, if I did an interaction-analysis of a short 2-minutes
video where Kelly is resting her head on the table and not laughing at a humorous moment in the
Curious George episode, I could have concluded that she is either not interested in the theme of
the episode, or not connecting with the story. However, having seen in the journey map that Kelly
was consistently seeming lethargic and less active throughout the day, I concluded that perhaps
her lack of response to media had more to do with her physical exhaustion than interest, or quality
of storytelling. Learner journey maps prevented me from reading too much into a small part of
data, without looking at the bigger picture.
Table 4-6:

Kelly’s learning journey across 4 days

Learning Theme

Media
(Cat in the Hat knows a lot about
that), Flower Power

Flowering Plants
Kelly sat close to facilitator Sue
and laughed with the big group
when characters are stuck in the
nectar.

Shapes and
Patterns

Activity

Kelly spent a lot of time deciding
what favorite flowers to draw in the
paper-card activity. She chose orange
and pink for the flower-crown
activity, based on colors in her outfit.

(Curious George) Scavenger
Hunt
Kelly chose to
create a pink and yellow Spidergram
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ornament, to match with her birthday
outfit. She chose yellow because
“It’s almost like the gold in my
outfit”
Kelly laughed when
George’s shape and pattern
collection falls apart.
(Curious George) Red Sky at
Night, Monkey's Delight

Weather
prediction

Kelly tested her weathervane both
indoors and outdoors
Kelly predicted dark clouds’
association with upcoming rain
and expressed empathy towards
George when he was sad about
the inaccuracy of his weather
journal.
(Curious George) Up a Tree

Architecture
Kelly was disengaged in the
media viewing. She put her head
down on the table to rest for
majority of the episode.

Kelly was disengaged in the maker
activity. She frequently asked for
help from facilitators with the
assembly of the 3D paper house.

Kelly was most active and interested in the flower-themed activities. In the following
excerpt from transcript from children’s outdoor flower cataloging activity with iNaturalist app, I
observed that Kelly had partial understanding of the relationship between bees and flowers. I
consider this a reflective conversation between peers, where they discuss their understandings
informally (Allen & Peterman, 2019).
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Figure 4-1: Children’s discussion about bees and flowers
While Kelly got it right that bees turn nectar into honey (Lines 6 and 8), she did not
comprehend pollination or how the bees play a crucial role in transferring pollens that allow
flowers to continue growing (Line 8). This excerpt was recorded by the cameraperson while the
facilitators were busy with other tasks. Since the media (episode of Cat in the Hat) did not cover
information about bees and pollination, this was a potential teachable moment that turned into a
missed opportunity in lack of facilitation.

01 Olive (To Benny, as he pokes a stick at the flowers): Don’t do that!
02 Irene: Don’t do that to the poor flowers!
03 Olive: The bees are trying to make new ones. Don’t mess with them guys!
04 Kelly: They’re not trying to make new ones
05 Olive: Yes, bees…make their honey, that’s how they grow
06 Kelly: No they don’t. That’s how they make honey. They suck nectar.
07 Olive: No they’re not killing flowers, look over there!
08 Kelly: I know! They’re not killing flowers, but, they are drinking from it,
and they’re not making it to grow. They’re not doing anything to ‘em.
09 Hazel: Flowers grow by themselves.
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Case 2: Tracy
Tracy was not very familiar with the PBS KIDS media, evident by the fact that he did not
mention any characters by name and did not sing-along when those familiar with the show were
singing. He was very expressive during the media-viewing, often looking towards other children
sitting around him while laughing. Particularly outdoors, Tracy refused to participate in the
iNaturalist App flower-cataloging activity, and chose to play with his friends instead. I interpreted
this response as a very natural and understandable choice during an informal summer-camp
setting, where some children would rather free-play with friends than a guided activity.
Tracy’s response of avoiding the app activity also highlighted that children’s
individuality reflects in their choice of activities. Even when semi-structured activities leave room
for exploration, the overall activity theme itself could fall out of interest for some children.
Table 4-7:

Tracy’s learning journey across 4 days

Learning Theme

Media

Activity

(Cat in the Hat knows a lot about
that), Flower Power

Flowering Plants
Tracy enjoyed mimicking Cat in
the Hat and the fish, while
viewing the media. For example,
he mimicked the fish’s cry as he
tried to save itself from Nick’s
fall: “Incoming!”

Tracy customized his house card
with dark colors, and a ninja-themed
bookmark.

Tracy spent most of his outdoor time
playing with friends and refused to
participate in the iNaturalist app
cataloging.
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(Curious George) Scavenger
Hunt

Shapes and
Patterns

Tracy most enjoyed George’s
accidental discovery of diamond
patterns in the netting of a trashcan

Tracy did not design a pattern with
yarn, but used it to wrap the SpiderGram paper loom with a single yarn
color. Tracy did not design a project
in ScratchJr.

(Curious George) Red Sky at
Night, Monkey's Delight
Weather
prediction

Tracy looked towards children
sitting around him during
humorous moments in the
episode.

Tracy designed the weathervane and
tested it twice indoors and outdoors.
He also asked facilitators for
troubleshooting the pin mechanism.

(Curious George) Up a Tree

Architecture

Tracy enjoyed George’s struggle
to keep the treehouse stable.

Tracy assembled majority of the 3D
paper house on his own. He sought
help from the faciiltators to glue the
edges and made sure the 3D structure
stayed closed.
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Case 3: Jenna
Jenna had the most vocal responses to media and expressed high interest in the arts and
crafts activities. She was the first one across all four days, to laugh at the humorous media
moments. Jenna made aesthetic choices based on her favorite colors pink and purple – evident in
her choice of flowers for the crown and in the choice of yarn in the Spider-Gram activity.
Table 4-8:

Jenna’s learning journey across 4 days

Learning Theme

Media
(Cat in the Hat knows a lot about
that), Flower Power

Activity

Flowering Plants

Jenna enjoyed
viewing the characters’ struggle
to move through sticky nectar.
(Curious George) Scavenger
Hunt

Shapes and
Patterns

Jenna was happy to see George
and his team win the Scavenger
hunt competition after they
discovered multiple shapes
within shapes (such as triangles
in a pizza and diamond shapes in
the trash-can pattern)
(Curious George) Red Sky at
Night, Monkey's Delight

Jenna chose purple butterflies and
flowers for her crown and also made
guesses on the names of purple
flowers that she saw during the
outdoor flower-cataloging activity.

Jenna made a yarn pattern with two
purple and one pink sequence. She
sought help from the facilitator to
make the yarn wrapping tighter.

Weather
prediction

Jenna was most entertained by
George’s struggle to keep his

Jenna tested her weathervane
outdoors multiple times.
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picnic mat stable on the ground.
She also acknowledges that
George must be upset when his
picnic is ruined.
(Curious George) Up a Tree
Architecture

Jenna laughs when George’s
treehouse collapses!

Jenna assembled the 3D paper house
with help from facilitators. She found
it challenging to precisely fold the
shapes along the template lines.

In the cases of Kelly, Tracy, and Jenna, I observed that their personal interests in maker
activities, familiarity with media, and their ways of expressing interest were heterogenous. Wilder
and Robinson (2018) note that children learn in many ways and in many settings, which makes it
crucial to offer multiple options in choice of media and follow-up activities. While Tracy took no
interest in the flower-cataloging activity, Kelly enjoyed both cataloging and discussing the role of
flowers. While Kelly showed empathy towards Curious George, Tracy and Jenna laughed at the
slapstick humor. Kelly’s disengagement on the final day of the camp due to being physically
tired, were an indication that sometimes children’s lack of engagement comes from reasons
beyond the scope of the summer camp.

Age level differences
Children viewed media in two age-groups, ages 7-8 and ages 5-6. I sampled humorous
moments from each media episode with a multi-screen editing comparing reactions of both age
groups. As evident in Figure 4-2, during a comedic scene in the Cat in the Hat episode, the
younger group laughed and enjoyed the episode, while the older group had no interest or
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engagement with the same content. According to Guernsey (2007), relevant media for children is
based on the 3Cs: Child, content, and context factors. In this case, the content of the media was
geared towards ages 4-6 (according to PBS KIDS parental guide), and the humor, storylines,
characters, etc. did not seem to appeal the older group at all. This age-level difference in response
to media was consistent across all four days.

Figure 4-2: Age-level differences in children’s responses to the media

Pattern 3: Influence of facilitation on engagement
Hupert and Adair (2018) suggest that social arrangements can also refer to the roles that
teachers take on during children's media use, such as, as a tech support (resolving technical issues
when children are stuck), pop-up guide (standing beside and offering support as needed), Sherpa
(drawing the child into the media experience and guiding them throughout), and creative director
(helping children generate content). While using the iNaturalist app, most facilitators switched
between all these roles, as a tech-guide resolving in-app issues, as a pop-up guide to offer
contextual guidance about flowers after cataloging them, as a sherpa guiding children through the
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school campus looking for new flowers, and as creative directors, asking children to come up
with interesting flower names or to find new flowers on their own. Switching between these roles
requires guided improvisation (Sawyer, 2011) as the facilitators needed to stay within the learning
theme of the day, while also leaving room for open discussions. Sawyer (2011) describes this as
the teacher paradox, where teachers need to plan and structure their practices around a designed
curriculum.
While analyzing the videos of facilitators, I observed that there were six aspects that
facilitators were managing in their role: supporting student-lead inquiry, explaining cause and
effect, breaking down complex ideas into simple ones, connecting ideas, facilitating for
troubleshooting, and managing facilitation by guest expert.

Facilitation to support student-lead inquiry
Considering the summer-camp was a very informal learning space and children were
divided into smaller groups with an assigned facilitator, there was room for supporting studentlead inquiries. For example, during the outdoor flower-cataloging activity, Theo wandered off
farther than the rest of the group to discover new flowers and requested facilitator Tina to follow
him. Another child, Anna, followed Theo and Tina in their exploration. Below is a transcript of
their outdoor conversation recorded with a hand-held camera following the Tina, Theo and Anna.

Figure 4-3: Facilitator and children identify Lamb’s Ear and Dogwood plants on iNaturalist app
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01 Theo: I have one!
02 Facilitator Tina: You have one?
03 Theo: ..it’s over this way
04 Tina: Over this way? Alright!
05 Theo leads the way, and the facilitator follows.
06 Anna follows them.
07 Theo points at a plant
08 Tina: This?
09 Theo: ya
10 Tina: I don’t know, looks like the same family as the one we saw before..
11 Anna: Lamb’s ear?
12 Tina: Yeah!
13 Anna: Lamb’s ear.
14 Tina: Let’s see if our iNaturalist app gets it right!
15 Theo: What is it?
16 Tina: Lamb’s ear! It got it right!
17 Theo: Ok. Now this way! This way!
18 Tina: Ooh have we done this one yet? Do you know what this one is?
19 Tina to Anna: Do you wanna take this one? (Passes over the phone, iNaturalist
App)
20 Tina: Bring it to the center, and click the ring on it…..and it says…it’s called..
21 whoops, I think I tapped something different..here..
22 Anna: Dogwood!
23 Tina: Ya it’s in the dogwood family
24 Theo: I have a dogwood! this way, this way!
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25 Tina: You found another one?
In the conversation above, Theo is leading the inquiry by finding new flowering plants
away from the rest of the group (Lines 1, 3, 5). Facilitator Tina eagerly follows Theo and
welcomes Anna as she joins in. However, Theo only seems interested in finding new flowering
plants by walking around, and not very interested in guessing or finding out the identity of the
plant with the app. This is evident in his physical distance from Tina and Anna as they scan
flowers with the App (last image in Fig 4-3), his lack of response when the teacher refers to a
previously seen flower family (Line 10), and Theo’s eagerness to move to the next plant right
away (Line 17 and 24). Anna was more closely following the cataloging experience with
iNaturalist app and remembered the previously seen flower family being similar the current one,
guessing that it was a Lamb’s Ear plant (Lines 11 and 13). Tina was encouraging both Theo and
Anna’s curiosities, while providing technical guidance and troubleshooting the app (Lines 19-21).
Anna also made a connection with plants they cataloged earlier, by refereeing to them as “..the
same family as the ones we saw before” (Line 10).
Another example of student-lead inquiry is when Camille requests facilitator Jessie to
find out if the yellow flowers next to violets, were also a type of violets.

Figure 4-4: Facilitator helping children scan Violets with iNaturalilst App
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As seen in Figure 4-4, Camille and facilitator Jessie scanned yellow flowers and
discovered that these were another type of violets, even though their color was yellow.

Facilitation to understand cause and effect
Facilitators were sometimes expected to find teachable moments and weave in scientific
cause-and-effect analogies during the outdoor activity. In the example below, two children were
poking at flowers with a stick, which upset another child. To explain why one must not hurt
flowers, one of the facilitators highlighted how bees depend on the flowers, and there are further
interconnections in the ecosystem.

Figure 4-5: Discussion between facilitator and children about why one shouldn’t hurt flowers

01 Facilitator Shantall: So, these flowers are native to America.
02 So, some flowers are native flowers of a country.
03 Olive: Guys! Don’t kill them! They’re messing with them!
04 Shantall: Hey! Olivia! Is it ok to yell?
05 But thank you - yes guys, stop touching the flowers. Put the stick down.
06 Facilitator Sue: So, friends, what do you think happens if we kill the flowers?
07 What happens to the ecosystem?
08 Kelly: It will die.
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09 Sue: So, if the flowers die what do the bees do?
10 Jenna: They will sting us!
11 Sue: No, they won’t have anything to pollinate,
12 so, the bees would die because they can’t get food. And then what happens?
13 Neha: Then we won’t have bees!
14 Sue: We won’t have bees. Then what happens if we won’t have bees?
15 Neha: Then we don’t have flowers!
16 Sue: We won’t have flowers, and we won’t have food more importantly!
17 And then what happens when we don’t have food?
18 Kelly: We’ll die!
19 Sue: We’ll die. So, we don’t want that, right?
20 So why don’t we make sure that we’re protecting the flowers.
21 Olive: Or we’ll pass away.
As seen in the transcript above, the discussion comedically escalated from flowers being
essential to bees (Line 13), to everyone passing away (Lines 18 and 21), a catastrophe potentially
evoking from a poke at the flowers. However, within this exaggerated discussion, the facilitator
managed to highlight the inter-connected nature of the ecosystem where one aspect has a
cascading effect on several other aspects. She encouraged children to protect the flowers instead
of hurting them (Line 20).

Facilitation for breaking down complex ideas into simple ones
Another role performed by the facilitators was to find improvised opportunities to tie-in
additional educational information within existing activities. For example, in the following
excerpt from transcripts, one facilitator struggles to pronounce the scientific name of a flower,
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and the other facilitator (who happens to be a science teacher) uses the opportunity to describe
why flowers have such complicated scientific names.

Figure 4-6: Facilitator explaining meaning of scientific names of flowers
Excerpt from transcript from children’s outdoor cataloging of flowers using iNaturalist
app: scientific names of flowers:
01 Shantall: What could be a good name for these flowers?
02 Kelly: Buttercup
03 Shantall: But why buttercup? I’m curious why you think that?
04 Kelly: Butter?
05 Shantall: Looks like butter! Nice. Any other names?
06 Jenna: The Daisy Lion
07 Shantall: Daisy lions? Wow. Well, you guys have good guesses,
08 but in science, they have all these kind of really neat terms for flowers and plants,
09 that are very scientific. And this one is the.. very…cori-op sis es.. (laughs)
10 I’ve tried to say that, but isn’t that funny?
11 Science has a funny way of trying to interact with us.
12 It’s called the Verve Coreop-es-es
13 (Researcher) Sonia: I also found like, the common name, tickseed
14 Shantall: Oh you got Greater tickseed?
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15 Sonia: It’s the same. One is the common name, and the other is the scientific
name.
16 Shantall: Oh!
17 Sue: So, friends, a lot of times flowers have two names.
18 They have a science name, and they have a normal name for us to use.
19 And the science name always has two words.
20 And they’re normally kind of hard words to say like this one.
21 And the first word is the genus or the type of flower.
22 And the second word is a species, or the specific flower.
23 Like you have a first name and a last name.
24 And the last name tells you what family you’re in, and the first name tells you
who you are within that family.
25 But flowers also have a normal name so that we don’t have to stumble over
complicated science name.
26 And this flower’s normal name…what did you say it was? (To Shantall)
27 Shantall: The greater tickseed
In the excerpt above, facilitator Shantall is encouraging children to think of names for the
flowers and explain the reasons for the name choices (Lines 1-7). While the children are guessing
names, Shantall looks up the flower in the iNaturalist app, but finds it difficult to pronounce
(Lines 12). At this point I jumped in the conversation and mentioned the common name
(tickseed) appearing within the app along with the difficult-to-pronounce scientific name (Lines
13 and 15). This prompted another facilitator, Sue, to chime in and share why flowers have
challenging scientific names. Sue’s background as a science teacher helped her break down
complex scientific information into simple ideas. She explained the breakdown of scientific
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names into genus and species and compared them to our first and last names as humans (Lines
17-25).

Facilitation by connecting ideas
An important aspect of facilitation was connecting familiar ideas to make better sense of
the learning themes. For example, in this transcript excerpt I observed the music facilitator’s
discussions with the children about patterns. She connected patterns across shapes, colors, art,
songs, and rhymes.

Figure 4-7: Facilitator discussing meaning of patterns with children
Excerpt from transcript from children’s musical patterns with guidance from facilitator:
01 Facilitator May: Can someone think of any pattern?
02 Tab (raises hand): (pauses to think) Circle, circle square
03 May: Then, the next sequence would be..
04 Tab: Circle, circle square
05 May: Exactly! So what makes that a pattern?
06 Tab: So first, you say..any number of shapes or whatever,
07 and then you repeat it once you’re done with the first pattern.
08 May: Exactly so a pattern is something that repeats itself over and over
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09 Malia (raises hand): Umm, like in art a lot of artists paint patterns
10 like..um..blue, green, yellow, and then they might change it, blue, green, yellow,
red.
11 May: Ya, exactly! So, you can use colors for patterns, you can use patterns for
art.
12 May: So, one thing that I love about music is that there are patterns.
13 And if you learn patterns in music you can play a bunch of different songs.
14 There are different sections in songs but once you know the pattern that you
follow, you can play most of the song.
15 Tab (raises hand): Um..I sing a lot and I sing rhymes and pattern.
16 May: Ya, rhymes AND pattern. A lot of the time in music there will be
17 rhyming patterns. Like Tab said, in songs a lot of the times you will notice
18 that words rhyme. Like, Jingle bells.
19 (Everyone sings along): Jingle bells...
20 May: Batman smells…right?
21 Tab: No, I was going to sing the other one!
22 May: Ya, the other one works too! But those rhyme, so that’s the rhyming
pattern.
In the excerpt above, facilitator May leads with a question about what counts as patterns,
and then brings focus on the repetition of a sequence while discussing with Tab (Lines 1-8).
Malia connects the idea of patterns with art, and also highlights how artists may choose to play
with patterns so they could be different “like in art a lot of artists paint patterns like..um..blue,
green, yellow, and then they might change it, blue, green, yellow, red.” (Line 10). When Tab
mentions her singing involving rhymes and patterns, May brings in some humor with the parody
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version of “Jingle Bells, Batman smells” (Lines 19 and 20) while also making the connection that
even if the words were different, the rhyming pattern remains the same.

Facilitation for troubleshooting
Facilitators needed to troubleshoot assembly of scientific artifacts the most (anemometers
and weathervanes), compared to other arts and crafts objects that were semi-structured or had
room for mistakes. For example, in the transcript quote below, I was supporting children with
adjustment of the tension or tightness of the pin mechanism of the weathervanes. “When you
push the pin in, make sure you don’t push it in too tight. Otherwise, it won’t move. Ok? Keep it a
little bit…just push it out a little bit, make it loose!” Figure 4-8 shows our attempts to readjust the
pin and trying to make it spin.

Figure 4-8: Children and Researcher troubleshooting weathervane’s spin mechanism
Another example is presented in the transcript excerpt from children’s experiences while
creating anemometers. Figure 4-9 shows Denise successfully testing her anemometer spin with
the free-standing fan, and my use of gestures to help Spencer understand the vertical angle at
which he must hold the anemometer to spin it successfully.
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Figure 4-9: Spencer and researcher troubleshooting anemometer’s spin mechanism
01 Denise walks up to the fan to test her anemometer
02 Spencer: I don’t know how it works!
03 Spencer walks close to the fan and holds up his anemometer in front of the fan. It
is not moving
04 Spencer: Umm..why…why is mine not working?
05 Sonia: Move it a little bit back, and hold it up..
06 Spencer tries to fix the pin holding the spinning part of the anemometer.
07 The pin comes off and the top part falls off
08 Spencer picks up the parts from the floor and attaches the pin back on
09 Spencer holds the anemometer in front of the fan again. It’s still not moving
10 Sonia: Hold it…hold it a little bit from the bottom
11 Spencer is now holding the anemometer from the bottom, but slightly tilted
12 Sonia: Hold it straight and hold it from the bottom
13 Spencer is now holding the anemometer from the bottom, and straight. It begins
spinning
14 Spencer: Oh my God wow..
In the transcript above, Denise can spin her anemometer nicely while Spencer is
struggling to make it work. I gestured twice with my hand to demonstrate the angle and position
at which Spencer must hold the anemometer (Lines 5 and 10). Spencer attempts some
troubleshooting on his own by re-assembling the anemometer when it falls apart (Lines 6-9).
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However, with the gesture guidance from me and his own re-assembly of the anemometer, in the
final attempt the anemometer spun successfully (Lines 13 and 14).

Facilitation by guest expert
During a guest visit by a weather scientist, the summer camp facilitators took a secondary
job of bringing children quietly to an assembly hall and requesting them to pay attention to the
science experiment demonstrated by the scientist. Figure 4-10 shows the scientist and his assistant
demonstrating a tornado in a bottle. The scientist uses his hand gestures to illustrate clockwise
and anti-clockwise motion that children repeat. As he gestures the “against the clock” motion, he
explains “In North of the Equator hurricanes tend to spin counterclockwise. So, they go against
the clock, So instead of hands going this way around the clock, they would go the other way”.

Figure 4-10: Weather scientist demonstrating tornado in a bottle
After explaining the motion, the weather scientist demonstrated how the clockwise and
anti-clockwise motion within the soda bottle was generating a “tornado moving” from one bottle
to another. In this example, I observed that facilitation could involve demonstration of an
experiment and gesture-based explanation of how the experiment is working.
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Pattern 4: Influence of aesthetics on engagement
According to Denac (2014), when children notice aesthetic qualities, they can better
appreciate the emotions associated with these qualities such as excitement and joy. May & Clapp
(2017) found that aesthetic plays a role in maker-centered learning, where an aesthetically
pleasing object of personal value generated higher engagement than making just any object. In
this case study, children were provided colorful maker materials that could be customized
(options for selection of color or design) or personalized (freedom to add details that have
personal meaning).
Aesthetics also contribute to the overall positive emotional experience from holding a
finished artifact (Hassenzahl, 2013). In this case study, children were observed happy when they
completed artifacts such as the paper puppet, 3D paper house, and flower crowns. Papert explains
that “skill, design, and aesthetics” are elements that humans can generate during design of
artifacts (Papert, p.24, 1987), which was evident in this case study through the maker activities
children were involved in. Children expressed their skills in assembly of objects such as the
weathervane, anemometer, and 3D paper house with some mechanical components, and
expressed their design and aesthetics while making creative artifacts such as bookmarks, flower
crowns, and yarn patterns.

Customization: color and design
During video analysis of children’s maker activities, I observed that children seemed
most engaged in the maker activity when making choices about color and design. I observed
engagement as the degree of attention, curiosity, and interest evident though facial expressions,
body language, conversations, and other interactions. For example, Bill designed a soldier-
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themed bookmark by painting on a provided human-shaped wooden cutout. Bill requested
additional bookmarks to create an army of soldiers. He also customized his flower crown
comprising only of dragonfly cutouts and called it the “dragon soldier crown” to crossover his
color and design theme from one activity to another as shown in Figure 4-11.

Figure 4-11: Bill customizing bookmark and crown
Some children were particular about what motif is applied to the center of the flower
crown and discussed its scale. For example, Xinyi added a flower foam sticker at the center and
made sure “the biggest sticker should be at the center!”, while Stella picked out pink butterflies
and flowers based on her “favorite color” and strategically arranged them.

Figure 4-12: Stella and Xinyi customizing crowns
Some children also showed disappointment when their color preferences were not
available. For example, Max spent majority of his activity time looking for blue stickers. When
facilitator Kevin mentioned “I don’t think we have any more blues, I’m sorry!” (Figure 4-13),
Max was visibly sad and said, “I guess I can use yellows.” Max did not finish designing his
flower-crown and continued to work on other maker activities available that day.
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Figure 4-13: Max sorting through craft supplies for yellows
Some children used their choice of color to make their art more unique. For example,
while the Frida Kahlo paper puppet was already digitally colored-in, TJ chose to paint over the
clothing black saying “She’s a ninja! You can always tell this art is mine! I like that!”

Figure 4-14: TJ customizing color for the paper puppet
Several children chose to layout their coloring scheme upfront. For example, Shaun and
Milo laid out several balls of yarn to decide their color choice and pattern before settling on the
options pictured in Figure 4-15.

Figure 4-15: Shaun and Milo laying out their color choices
The preferences of colors and design were also evident in the Spider-Gram coloring
activity where children were asked to draw patterns of their choice. Table 4-9 shows an example
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of content analysis of the Spider-Gram coloring activity. I observed themes in the artwork where
children were displaying their understanding of patterns by repeating colors, shapes, and direction
of those shapes in complex or symmetrical patterns. I used these observations to generate codes
and categorized roughly 50 artworks, some of which are shared in the table below. I define color
patterns based on the repetition of color sequence, shape patterns based on the repetition of
shapes, directional patterns where shapes/colors are repeated in a particular direction,
symmetrical patterns as mirroring one side of the design over the other in some way, and complex
patterns as the combination of multiple elements (shape, color, direction, or symmetry) to
generate a more detailed pattern.
Table 4-9: Content analysis of Spider-Gram coloring activity
Code

Color pattern

Shape pattern

Directional pattern

Complex pattern

Symmetrical pattern

Examples
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Gargarian (2012) argues that re-designing is a form of constructionist interactivity. He
provides the examples of patterns created in Logo programming language, where learners were
able to combine different patterns to create their own unique patterns. In the Spider-Gram
activity, children were able to combine the given set of colors and yarns to create unique patterns.
In a group of 45 children, no two patterns were identical!

Personalization
In context of this case study, I use personalization to describe children’s freedom of
adding personal details to a provided activity, such as drawings of their family and favorite
plants, and the blueprints of their dream houses. For example, several children chose to draw
themselves as the bookmark, and made drawings of their family inside the house cards. In the
examples below (figure 4-16), Lily is shown holding her finished house card and coloring in the
bookmark representing herself, while Shaun is displaying his house card with himself as a
bookmark. In the last image, Shaun’s drawings of his family and favorite flowers are shown.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 4-16: (a) Lily personalizing the house card (b) Lily’s bookmark representing herself (c)
Shaun showing his bookmark and house card (exterior) (e) Shaun’s family art inside the card
Some children also drew detailed blueprints of their dream-houses, inspired by the media
they viewed earlier in the day (Curious George episode ‘Up a Tree’). I had made handwritten
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notes about the drawings at the end of the day, by asking children to explain their art. I used these
notes to later add labels to their art, identifying their ideas. I chose to inductively analyze the
following two images (Figure 4-17 and 4-18) because they had the highest level of detail and
alignment with the ideas presented in the Curious George media. Milo designed his blueprint to
include two levels (Figure 4-17) with an “upstairs” and a backyard area. Milo drew a top-angle
view that is used in professional blueprints designed by architects, which could be indicative of
his knowledge of blueprints beyond the summer camp. Milo also added a fantastical element of a
“portal” in the backyard, which could be indicative of his interests in sci-fi literature or media.

Figure 4-17: Blueprint of dream-house by Milo
In the second example of blueprints activity (Figure 4-18), Shaun drew a more colorful
illustration-style blueprint with an interior view explained with a separate block of illustration.
Shaun’s artwork also uses action details such as the parents sitting in the dining area while he
plays in the backyard with a pet. The Curious George media showed blueprints in the form of
line-drawings from a front view, and it was interesting to observe that children interpreted the
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idea of a blueprint in their unique ways. Both Milo and Shaun added a treehouse to their
blueprints, similar to the Curious George episode.

Figure 4-18: Blueprint of dream-house by Shaun
Madison found a new way of personalizing the 3D paper house, she wrote on the back of
the illustrated area (the blank side forming the interior of the house) saying, “it’s a secret note for
my friends!”, and left the roof of the paper house open, so it could be unfolded to read what’s
written inside. It was unclear whether the Curious George media served as Madison’s inspiration
for keeping the roof open, because George also assembled the roof last.

Figure 4-19: Madison hiding a note inside the 3D house
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Children’s experiences of viewing media about architecture (Curious George ‘Up a
Tree’) and then following up with their own interpretations of blueprints and 3d paper
constructions, were an apt example of horizontal expertise described by Gutiérrez (2014).
Children not only applied ideas across settings, but also in different activities and contexts – a
treehouse construction shown in the media interpreted as a 3d paper house in a maker activity, or
the line-drawing blueprint in the media explored in children’s individual artistic styles.

Aesthetics as motivation for exploration
According to Kafai et al. (2013), children’s interests in generating a particular aesthetic
style can contribute to higher engagement in the making process, and more ambitious designs. I
observed a similar pattern in this case study during children’s exploration of patterns while
coding in Scratch Jr. To illustrate this relationship between aesthetic choices and pursuit of more
ambitious designs, below is a transcript excerpt from facilitator Jack’s conversations with Matt
and TJ, who shared one iPad (Figure 4-20).
01 When you go into Scratch, just the normal screen, you see the cat? Well I’m
thinking today we’re going to go under the water.
02 You can click on the background..in the top middle. So, let’s go under water.
And then, this cat can’t breathe under the water, let’s actually change our cat out
to a..
03 multiple children: Fish!
04 Matt: Can we choose a duck?
05 Jack: You can choose anything that can be under the water.
06 TJ: Wait, Snakes? It can be water snakes?
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07 Jack: Sure, Water snakes! So once you have your “person” on the screen let’s
make sure you drag them all the way to the left side of the screen.

Figure 4-20: Facilitator and children discuss selection of characters and environments in ScratchJr
In the transcript presented above, although the facilitator had planned a lesson with an
underwater theme and fish character (lines 1 and 2), Matt and TJ proposed using the duck and
snake characters. Since Matt and TJ’s aesthetic choices lead them to choose two characters, they
spent additional time in animating both characters and crafted a story of a snake chasing a duck.

Figure 4-21: Screenshot of TJ’s ScratchJr character-selection and code
Kelly had a similar aesthetic-based motivation while working on her ScratchJr project. In
the following image (Figure 4-22), the first image shows Kelly’s first attempt at making the fairy
move across the screen in a pattern where the fairy moves forward, up, and down on a loop. The
second image (Figure 4-23) shows Kelly’s addition of forward and backwards rotations on the
fairy character so that its pattern resembles flying or floating through the air. Kelly also re-
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adjusted the repetitions on each movement so that the fairy character makes all the movements
within one span across the screen.

Figure 4-22: Screenshot of Kelly’s ScratchJr code progression of the ‘fairy’ project
Shaun mentioned he was familiar with using coding at his elementary school, and it was
reflected in his advanced use of ScratchJr for the pattern activity. In the example below (Figure 423), we see two projects created by Shaun. The first project is titled ‘Portal’ where Shaun created
original background and character. He added his own photograph to the character (an advanced
option available in ScratchJr which was not introduced by the facilitator). In the animation, the
character goes across the screen from one portal to the other, and then reappears with a speech
bubble with the text “I’m back again!”. Shaun’s second project involves a hand-drawn character
of a child wearing Karate uniform, floating in space and a live recorded audio clip of “Hayeeyah!” overlapped with the final spin of the character. Audio recording, speech bubbles,
photographed characters or hand-drawn characters were not introduced by the facilitator, which
indicates Shaun’s pre-existing expertise with ScratchJr.

Figure 4-23: Screenshot of Milo’s ScratchJr code for ‘Portal’ and ‘Karate’ projects
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One drawback in my methodology of collecting and interpreting artifacts, is that I did not
actively ask children to explain their projects or verbalize their thought process. I made inferences
on information that was contained in the recorded video observation. It would have added to the
quality of this study if (1) there was an additional cameraperson who would interview children
while they were in the process of designing these artifacts, (2) there was screen-recording of the
ScratchJr coding process. Those two additional datapoints would have allowed me to make fewer
inferences and rely directly on the words/work of the participants.

Activity-configuration and children’s experiences
To answer my second research question ‘How did the configuration of activities as
structured or semi-structured, create opportunities or barriers for children’s engagement?’ – I
looked closely at the design of the maker activities and video observations of children engaging
with those activities.
In this case study, semi-structured activities allowed children to customize and/or
personalize artifacts to their liking. Majority activities were semi-structured by design to support
children’s informal and enjoyable learning experiences in a summer camp setting. Inspired by
Parekh & Gee (2018)’s use of transitional objects where they documented artifacts through
various transitions or stages of making, I also thematically analyzed the artifacts through multiple
stages of the making. For example, most artifacts required some demonstration, technology
troubleshooting, assembly troubleshooting, customization, and personalization. I consider these
the transitional stages of each artifact in this case study and analyzed within these
compartmentalized views as shown in Table 4-10 and 4-11.
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Semi-structured activities and engagement
Eight semi-structured activities at the summer camp included the cataloging of flowers
with iNaturalist App, designing flower crowns, exploring patterns with the Spider-Gram paper
loom and art, exploring patterns with coding in ScratchJr, adding favorite plants and family art in
a house-shaped card along with a human-shaped bookmark, blueprints of dream-houses (Figure
4-24). Thematic analysis of the semi-structured activities revealed that children were more
engaged in the customization and personalization of the artifacts where they had to make choices
about color, design, and other aesthetic choices. Semi-structured activities required very minimal
demonstration and troubleshooting. A summary of transitional stages of semi-structured artifacts
is explained in Table 4-10.

Figure 4-24: Semi-structured configuration of maker activities
The following table describes stages or transitions of making a semi-structured artifact:
demonstration, troubleshooting technology or assembly of the artifact, and the aesthetic choices
(customization and personalization).
Table 4-10: Semi-structured artifacts in transitional stages
Transition

Demo

iNaturalist Facilitator
app
demos
how-to
use the
app

Troubleshoot
tech
Facilitator
occasionally
troubleshoots
the app to
pick the right
identification
of plants

Troubleshoot
assembly
-

Customization

Personalization

-

-
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Flower
crown

One preassembled
crown is
shown,
researcher
demos
live

SpiderGram
yarn

One preassembled
crown is
shown,
facilitator
demos
live

SpiderGram art

One precolored
art is
shown

-

ScratchJr

Facilitator
walks
through
demo
project

House
card

Examples
in the
camp
handbook

Facilitator
helps find
out specific
menu options
to swap
project
characters
and
backgrounds,
add pattern
animation
-

Facilitators helped
with measurement
of flower-crown
base, according to
head sizes. Help
with stapling the
crown hoop

Children
chose colors
and shapes
from a
provided
collection of
floral foam
stickers
Facilitators help
Children
with the
chose colors
adjustment of
of yarn and
tension of the yarn pattern
wrapping, making (number of
it tighter
times each
color will be
wrapped)
Children drew
unique
patterns in
given
template
Children
chose their
own
characters,
backgrounds,
and
animations

-

-

Children added
drawings of
family and
favorite plants

Bookmark -

-

-

Children
added colors
to the exterior
of the house
template
Some children
drew generic
characters or
left the
bookmark
blank

Blueprint
of dreamhouse

-

-

-

Example
in media

-

-

Some children
added
personalized
features such
as hand-drawn
backgrounds,
photographic
characters,
speech bubble,
and sounds

Some children
chose to draw
characters
representing
themselves or
a family
member
Children drew
blueprints in
their unique
artistic styles,
such as a top-
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view outline,
or illustrations

As seen in Table 4-10, semi-structured activities generated several opportunities for
customization and personalization, and these were aspects of artifact production that generated
most engagement. Engagement was observed in long periods of focus on the activity, facial
expressions, and interactions with peers and facilitators. Specific examples of semi-structured
activity-engagement are described in the previously described factors influencing engagement
(influence of media, children’s individuality facilitation, and aesthetics).

Structured activities and engagement
Some structured activities such as the Frida Kahlo paper puppet, anemometer,
weathervane, and 3d paper house – followed a very specific steps of instructions and had no room
for improvisation or error. In the structured activities, children were most engaged in the
troubleshooting of assembly, either by trial and error on their own, or with support from
facilitators. Very few children were able to customize and personalize the artifacts, as the activity
itself was designed with the intention of understanding the assembly more than expression of
individuality. Figure 4-25 shows the four structured configurations of maker activities.

Figure 4-25: Structured configuration of activities
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Specific examples of transitions in the creation of structured artifacts are described in
Table 4-11. There was no technology used in the structured activities, therefore no
troubleshooting was required in that area.
Table 4-11: Structured artifacts in transitional stages
Transition

Demo

Frida puppet

One preassembled
puppet is
shown,
facilitator
demos live

Anemometer

One preassembled
anemometer
is shown,
facilitator
demos live

Weathervane One preassembled
weathervane
is shown,
facilitator
demos live

3D paper
house

One preassembled 3D
paper house is

Troubleshooting
assembly
All children
needed help in
assembling the
puppet joints
neatly, since the
paper limbs of
the Frida
character were
narrow, and the
paper brads
were sharp.
Most children
needed help
with the
spinning
mechanism of
anemometer. In
lack of wind,
facilitator
suggested using
a fan for testing
spinning motion
Few children
needed help
with the
spinning
mechanism of
the
weathervane, as
it involved
using a sharp
corsage pin
pressed in a
pencil and
straw.
All children
needed help
with gluing the

Customization

personalization

Some children chose to color
on top of the
digitally
colored
clothing of the
paper puppet

-

-

-

-

-

One child
added personal
note inside the
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shown,
researcher
demos live

edges of the
folded 3D paper
house, because
of a design flaw
in the template
itself (overlap
for gluing the
3D shape
together was too
narrow).
Facilitators
offered
alternative of
holding the
shape together
with tape
instead

walls of the 3D
paper house

As shown in Table 4-11, children were most engaged in troubleshooting assembly issues.
While structured activities did not allow for customization or personalization, they offered a
specific shared understanding because of which children could compare their artifacts to their
peers’ or follow along the demonstration by facilitators. However, since all the structured
activities followed a template closely, there was very little room for exploration. Some children
tested the spinning mechanism of the weathervanes and anemometers before seeking help, so
there was some minimal independent exploration.

Learning environment and children’s experiences
To answer my third research question: ‘How did the design of the learning environment
influence children’s experiences with media and making?’, I organized my observations across
four days in a table and identified common themes.
Sawyer (2011) describes learning environment as the combination of people,
technologies, architecture and layout of the space, physical objects within that space, and
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sociocultural factors where learning takes place. Table 4-12 summarizes how the learning
environmental factors influenced engagement across four days.
Table 4-12: Influence of learning environment on children’s engagement across 4 days
Learning
Environment
Factor
People

Day 1
Flowering plants

Day 2
Patterns

Facilitators

Facilitators

Technologies

Cat in the Hat
media,
iNaturalist app
Library media
station and craft
station, outdoor
school campus

Curious George
media,
ScratchJr
Library media
station, craft
station, music
station, coding
station

Some facilitators
with a science
background
were more
prepared for
flower
cataloging

Some children
were already
adept with
ScratchJr

Space

Sociocultural
factors

Day 3
Weather
prediction
Facilitators,
Scientist
Curious George
media

Day 4
Architecture

Library media
station, craft
station, hall for
science demo,
outdoor for
testing
weathervane
Science demo
was experienced
by all children
as a big group,
fewer
opportunities for
interactions

Library media
station and craft
station

Facilitators
Curious George
media

Some children
had previous
experiences with
design of
blueprints.

People
Throughout the summer camp, 5 facilitators, 2 camerapersons and myself as the
researcher were primary people resources for the children – I refer to us as the core team. Three
experts interacted with the children once: the coding instructor, the weather scientist, and a
weather science PhD student. Over the course of the week, the core team established a comfortlevel for children to reach out to us with any troubleshooting help. Considering Takeuchi and
Steven’s JME theoretical lens (2011), this consistency of the interactions between the core team
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and children developed an environment that made it easier to generate mutual engagement,
dialogic inquiry, and the boundary crossing of time and settings (indoor, outdoor, crafting,
technology, etc.).

Technologies
The primary technological resource in the learning environment were the PBS KIDS
media that set the learning theme of the day. Episodes from Cat in the Hat knows a lot about that,
and Curious George served as inspiration for follow up activities. The presence of other
interactive technologies such as the iNaturalist app or Scratch Jr coding, offered children the
opportunity to apply their understanding in diverse contexts. For example, the Cat in the Hat
episode showed the main characters exploring a tropical jungle with magical abilities to go inside
flowers, while children explored their school campus with a mobile app. Despite the change in
settings and resources, both the characters on screen and children in real life were able to explore
and identify some scientific details about flowers using technology.

Space
The library was repurposed with different activity stations within the same space, because
of the last-moment unavailability of other rooms (school repairs). The physical layout of the
space made it difficult to hear each other sometimes, especially when multiple activities were
going on simultaneously. Having separate activity stations and craft supplies organizer trays
neatly laid out across the maker activity stations, proved to be helpful in supporting the
engagement. Children were able to self-serve maker materials with ease. One the first day of the
camp, I was still figuring out a way to repurpose the library space – and meanwhile the children
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had to sit on the ground during the first media viewing activity. A few children had to take breaks
as sitting on the floor for the 15-20 minutes episode was challenging for them. The comfort of the
space where children jointly engage with media and maker activities, also potentially affects their
engagement.

Sociocultural factors
The Playdoh to Plato summer camp was one weeklong theme in a longer summer camp,
with other weekly themes. While I and the two camerapersons were acquainted with the children
only over the course of our week-long camp, the children had known the 5 facilitators from
previous weeks (and previous years) of attending the summer camp. This sense of familiarity
with the facilitators served well in establishing a learning environment built on trust and
understanding from long-term acquaintance.
Some facilitators were also science teachers and had more expertise to guide children
during the flower cataloging activity. Similar preparedness also helped some children pursue
ambitious projects in ScratchJr based on their prior experiences.

Revised TMXD framework based on findings
Besides finding patterns of participation and engagement, a secondary goal of this study
was to generate, test, and refine a plug-and-play framework for educators and caregivers, that
could help them plan the design of learning environments that connect media with making.
I proposed the Transmedia Making Experience Design framework to design this case
study. As an anticipatory model trying to predict how things might go, the framework was not
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clearly defined or detailed. However, after the data analysis of video observations, artifacts, and
feedback from facilitators, I had the opportunity to rethink the framework and offer it as a
potential design resource for other researchers and educators interested in similar work. First, I
present feedback from facilitators as inspiration for revision of the framework, and then an
analysis of the framework itself – how did the framework look in practice? What were the
challenges, experiences, and emotions of the children and facilitators from having been part of a
summer camp designed based on this framework? What improvements could be made in future
study designed based on this framework?
While case studies cannot generate generalizable findings (Stake, 1995), my hope with
the presentation of the revised framework is to offer a potential starting point for diverse
applications of transmedia making to other age-groups, settings, and contexts.

Feedback from facilitators
To analyze the questionnaire responses by facilitators, I generated insights inductively
(since it’s only 5 responses). I also cross-analyzed facilitator responses with my own field notes
and memos because our roles as facilitators overlapped on several occasions.
Questionnaire for 5 facilitators had three open ended questions sent by email:
(1) What were some positive experiences during this summer camp?
(2) What were some challenges during this summer camp?
(3) Would you use the TMXD framework in your own teaching practice in the future?
Why or why not?
For example, facilitator Shantall describes in response to question (2):
“While I truly appreciate the colorful and engaging activities, I felt unprepared to talk
about Frida Kahlo (I only vaguely know her work), or the flowering plants that we
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cataloged with the iNaturalist app. Some of the other facilitators are science teachers and
maybe they were more prepared to talk about the science of flowers, but I felt like I
needed more preparation in advance to be more helpful”.
I inductively analyzed this as the preparation stress for facilitators. Facilitator Sue, also
expressed challenges in figuring out how to support children best in their understanding of
patterns without her own expertise in coding or music: “I understand patterns, but I don’t code,
and I don’t play music, the Spider art was cute but it was pretty self-explanatory – so I didn’t
know how to support children that day.” In response to question (1) facilitator Tina responded “I
loved the iNaturalist app and I will be using it every day in my own life now on. I liked the
colorful activities. I also work with several homeschooling groups in the area, and I know that
they tend to look for these type of packaged resources where the activities part of a science lesson
plan.” In response to question (1) all five facilitators mentioned their appreciation for the
templatized resources because they were “colorful and cute” and “easy to print and re-use”.
In response to question (3), Shantall expressed that she would “..use the TMXD
framework if there was a simple explanation of the steps with question prompts, something very
easy to understand at a glance, instead of having to read formal research. Teachers are generally
very busy and unless something is very easy to use, we will probably not use it in our own
practice.” May adds that she would use the framework in her own practice if “..there were
multiple packaged resources available, so that I don’t have to spend additional time finding
relevant media and maker activities. I don’t have design skills and I don’t watch a lot of media
myself, so if I were to curate everything on my own it would take a long time. I would rather go
to a nice resource website, download, and print everything I need in one place. Even better if the
resources are created in alignment with school curriculum and standards because that’s what we
look at when designing our lesson plans in schools. For summer camps like these, maybe we can
experiment more, but even here, most weeks we follow a curriculum.”
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Overall, feedback from facilitators revealed that they could use some training or
facilitation guidance in areas where they lack expertise, and they would continue using a mediainspired-making approach in their own practice if (a) it is easy to understand the steps of the
framework and (b) pre-packaged resources are available based on a curriculum useful to them.

Framework analysis through journey maps

Pietro-Alvarez and colleagues (2018) describe learner journey maps as a visual summary
of learning activities in different phases, pain points or emotions of learners as they go through
these phases, and specific experiences and expectations of learners for the future. Schmidt and
colleagues (2020) suggest that learning designers and learning scientists can benefit from
borrowing ideas from related fields such as human-centered design and user-experience design
(UXD), because all these disciplines place user/learner at the center. They consider Learning
Experience Design (LXD) an emerging interdisciplinary field.
Since the purpose of the TMXD framework was to serve as a planning tool for educators
and caregivers, to support engagement for children – I included both educators (me as a
researcher and other facilitators) and children in the design of the journey map.
I borrowed the basic layout of a journey map from UXD and LXD fields (Pietro-Alvarez
et al., 2018), and modified it to include the activities, feelings, experiences, and expectations of
researcher, facilitators, and children across the five steps of the TMXD framework.
The goal of creating this journey map was to serve as a mode of analyzing the successes
and shortcomings of the TMXD framework in practice and generate helpful insights to improve
the framework for future. Journey maps not only map the emotions of the stakeholders across
phases and activities, but also help with a bird’s eye view of the pain points (parts of the learning
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experience where the stakeholders were feeling unhappy). By identifying these pain points, it is
easier to understand expectations for the future.
For example, in the Define phase of the TMXD framework, it is important to define how
learning will be understood or assessed. Since the summer camp is an informal learning setting, I
could not administer formal tests (TEMA, MCPS, PLBS, etc.) that were typically used in similar
media-based learning empirical studies from the past. I considered this my pain point and expect
that in the future I could add specific prompts for group discussion during media and maker
activities to assess learning informally based on children’s discussions and conversations with
facilitators. Based on Gutiérrez’s (2014) recommendation to think of learning as a horizontal
movement: developing expertise by applying ideas across different activities, settings, contexts,
etc., I propose defining the movement of horizontal expertise in TMXD more clearly by
specifying how media can be interpreted in the maker activities more strategically.
Notice that in Figure 4-26, the pain-point in Define phase is represented by the frowny
emoticon in the feelings section, and a summary of experiences and expectations are noted right
below it.
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Figure 4-26: Journey Map summarizing activities, feelings, experiences and expectations of
researcher, facilitators, and children in the application of TMXD framework
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In the ‘Analysis’ stage of the framework, I spent time individually trying to learn more
about children’s demographics and interests. While I was able to learn some information from the
summer-camp director such as children’s age groups and their familiarity with the facilitators, I
could not get other relevant background information from parents such as children’s familiarity
with PBS KIDS or their everyday interests (very few parents responded to the pre-camp survey). I
also took stock of available resources such as digital tablets, phones, projectors, media-viewing
space, crafting space, etc. I learned that for this stage of the framework, it would be easier to
make all initial background information part of the registration process itself.
In the ‘Define’ stage of the framework, I realized that while the learning goals were
clearly defined, there were no clear ways of assessing or evaluating the understanding of the said
learning goals. In the future, specific prompts for discussion could support informal assessment of
understanding especially in informal settings like a summer camp. In the ‘Media’ stage of the
framework, I observed that PBS KIDS media was easy to curate for particular learning goals
because the producers layout curricular goals on the PBS website, and these resources are often
free. PBS media also turned out to be familiar for many children, and the sense of familiarity with
media generated engagement such as children singing-along media songs or predicting stories
while using familiar character names. In the ‘Making’ stage of the framework I observed that
semi-structured activities generated higher engagement with the freedom of making aesthetic
choices such as color and design. However, facilitators expressed that follow-up activities would
be hard to design for them without professional artistic skills, and so it would be more helpful if
curated resources (media and maker activity pairings) were more easily available.
Analysis of the ‘Space’ stage of the framework revealed that ergonomic factors such as
the comfort of seating arrangement or the organization of maker materials, influence the overall
possibilities of engagement. In the future, having access to backup spaces or tech resources would
help in case existing spaces and gadgets may not be available.
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Learner personas
Schmidt and colleagues (2020) propose designing learner personas before designing
educational products to understand average learners in a group. For example, in the case of this
summer camp, three personas could have been of children adept with and/or interested in science
and technology, children interested in outdoor activities and free-play, and children interested in
arts and crafts activities. Personas do not aim at categorizing each learner as one or the other but
allows for the possibility to generate diverse learning resources for a heterogeneous audience, i.e.,
there should be something in it for everyone.

Curriculum alignment
While I broadly defined the learning goals for each day, such as flowering plants or
patterns – more specific curriculum goals and its alignment across media and making could be
implemented. For instance, the broad goal of ‘understanding patterns’ could be further defined as
‘creating patterns with geometrical shapes’ or ‘identifying patterns in everyday objects’. Once
this more specific curriculum is established, a more specific media or follow-up activity could be
chosen.

Integrated assessment and evaluation
Initially the TMXD framework did not have any guidance on how to add assessments
and/or evaluations to the learning environment. After data analysis from the case study, I propose
that assessments and evaluations could be integrated within the media or the maker activities
itself. For example, facilitators could pause media at a moment when the characters are stuck in a
problem and ask children to brainstorm and generate solutions. Maker activities could also use a
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challenge or a test that provides feedback on the success of the design, such as designing a
miniature tree house that could hold the weight of a toy figure.

Varying degrees of consonance between media and making
The amount of overlap, or consonance between the media content and follow-up maker
activities, can vary. Low consonance involves hardly any thematic relation between media and
making. Moderate consonance refers to some level of relationship or shared features between
media and making. High consonance refers to instances when maker activities are almost exactly
followed as shown in the media.
For example, in this case study when children viewed Cat in the Hat’s exploration of
flowers in a jungle and later followed up by designing flower crowns – it is an example of low
consonance between media and making. The activity was not directly demonstrated in the video,
and children had to follow guidelines provided with the craft activity.
When children viewed the Curious George episode (Scavenger Hunt) where George
identified patterns in everyday objects – I consider it an example of moderate consonance because
while the follow-up maker activities such as musical patterns or coding patterns were not directly
demonstrated in the media, the underlying idea (patterns being repetitions) was very similar.
When children watched a media about a treehouse and then made a paper prototype of a similar
house, it could be considered an example of high consonance.
There is currently no research that speaks to which level of consonance between media
and making is better for learning. The term consonance is also not used in existing research, but I
am using this term to visually represent my observations (Figure 4-27) based on literature review
and analysis of this case study.
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Figure 4-27: Varying degrees of consonance between Media and Making
Some researchers have offered media-based high-consonance resources that extend to
downloadable activities for joint engagement, activities that can be completed by children and
adults together. For example, Grindal et al., (2019) developed real-world activities aligned with
the games and videos in The Cat in the Hat Transmedia Suite. These real-world activities were
engineering activities using downloadable templates and instructions (with room for
improvisation) that the children could engage in with their family. Silander et al., (2016) also
offered their research participants printable activities with their PEG+CAT transmedia suite
including videos, online games, and mobile apps. I propose that high-consonance activities
offered by media creators could be a great starting resource for educators and caregivers to try
media-inspired-making in their own practice.
Including these new proposed changes based on my understanding generated from data
analysis, I propose this new visual for the TMXD framework (Figure 4-28).

Figure 4-28: Revised TMXD framework
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In the revised framework, ANALYZE phase includes understanding background
information about learners such as their demographic information, interests, favorite media or
maker activities, other interests, learning needs, and available resources (technology, devices,
streaming service subscriptions, etc.). I propose adding learner personas (Schmidt et al., 2020). to
organize thinking and planning efforts for a heterogenous learner population. The DEFINE phase
includes specifying the learning goals and outcomes that can be assessed or evaluated formally
through tests such as TEMA, MCPS, PLBS, etc. or informally through discussions and
observations.
MEDIA phase includes specifying what content would be most relevant for the learning
goals and outcomes, sourcing that content (free videos or paid videos from subscription-based
streaming services). Media phase also involves thinking about which genre would be best suited
for a particular content, for example, an episode from a scientist-lead non-fiction series on
astronomy such as Neil deGrasse Tyson’s Cosmos, a fictional character-lead fantastical movie
that teaches environmental conservation, like the Lorax, or learning about landmark-identification
with a quiz-based game like National Geographic’s GeoBee Challenge. Genre selection of media
depends on the type of content, age-groups of children, availability of the content, and ultimately
how closely does it serve the learning goals and desired learning outcomes. Different genres of
media may need different devices, such as a game that only work on mobile devices, or joint
viewing of a film that requires projection system.
MAKING phase includes defining the activities, tools, and materials needed to apply
understanding of the concept learned in the media. As noted in the framework analysis, it is
important to think about how the making activity relates with the media, and a good starting point
is to look for follow-up activities provided by the media producers. It is likely that the production
team has already taken care of a high consonance between media and maker activities. Seeking
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existing follow-up resources could also potentially reduce the burden on educators and caregivers
to come up with a media-making pairing of activities.
The final step in the framework is the SPACE, the physical or virtual place where media
and maker activities will take place. I propose thinking about the layout of the space that allows
easy movement and isolated hearing (noise from one activity not disturbing any other
simultaneous activity), the seating arrangements, areas or stations where different activities will
be carried, resources (tools, materials, technologies, facilitation organizers etc.) needed in the
space, storage and organization of these resources, and/or display area for finished artifacts.
After reading facilitator Shantall’s questionnaire feedback that said she would use the
TMXD framework in her practice only if it was “something very easy to understand at a glance”,
I decided to create a colorful and easy-to-understand infographic for educators summarizing the
TMXD framework as shown in Figure 4-29.
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Figure 4-29: TMXD framework infographic
Keeping in mind facilitators’ feedback in the questionnaire, “Teachers are generally very
busy and unless something is very easy to use, we will probably not use it in our own practice.” I also designed a one-page worksheet where educators could write down and plan their
transmedia making experiences for the future.
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Figure 4-30: TMXD framework worksheet
While case-studies do not intend to generate any scalable or generalizable findings
(Stake, 1995), I revised the framework, designed the infographic and worksheet as resources for
educators and researchers to begin ‘thinking about’ similar intervention in the future. I intend to
use this framework in my own future work as an educator and researcher, and hope that over time
there will be multiple thoughtful iterations and improvements to the idea of transmedia making.
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Chapter 5

Discussion
This case study (Stake, 1995) explored the potential of using educational media to serve
as inspiration for maker activities, specifically for generating engagement in an informal setting
of a summer camp. Three theoretical lenses behind the study were: (1) Joint-Media Engagement
(Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011) to study children’s engagement with the media and with each other,
(2) Constructionism (Papert & Harel, 1991), to understand how children make sense of an
educational concept while making artifacts, and (3) Guided improvisation (Sawyer, 2011) to
understand how facilitators supported children’s engagement by improvising within confines of
the overall learning goals of the activities. This study investigated three research questions: (1)
What were the patterns of participation and engagement in children’s media and follow-up
activities? (2) How did the configuration of activities as structured or semi-structured, create
opportunities or barriers for children’s engagement? (3) How did the design of the learning
environment influence children’s experiences with media and making? A secondary goal of this
study was to generate, test, and refine a plug-and-play framework for educators and caregivers to
design learning environments suited for transmedia making. A discussion of the research findings
is presented below.

Discussion of findings
Takeuchi & Stevens (2011) describe JME as experiences of people using media together,
in both spontaneous and designed opportunities for engagement. In this case study, children
participated in media-viewing and media-based activities in a designed environment with several
spontaneous opportunities for engagement. The results show four patterns of participation that
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influenced engagement: (1) Media-content (narrative, music, humor, characters), (2) Children’s
individuality (their interests, background, familiarity with media), (3) Facilitation efforts during
follow-up activities, and (4) Aesthetics of the maker-activity materials. Configuration of
activities (as structured or semi-structured) generated engagement opportunities during
troubleshooting and making aesthetic choices, Design of the learning environment lend itself to
certain types of engagement with the presence of specific technologies, people, physical space,
and sociocultural factors. I utilized these findings to refine the proposed TMXD framework for
future use by educators and researchers. A discussion of the patterns of participation and revised
framework are presented below. All findings are majorly based on qualitative analysis of video
data and artifacts, and the informal reflective conversations of children among each other and
with facilitators (Allen & Peterman, 2019).

Media and engagement
Findings suggest that humor and music acted as priming agents in capturing children’s
attention and introducing educational theme in narrative form. As evident in in children’s
expressions, body language and verbalization – they were jointly-engaging during the comedic
moments on-screen (such as when characters comically fall or struggle) and when familiar music
was played (such as the title songs). Children’s joint-engagement with media aligned with
Guernsey (2007)’s view that children engage more with media when the underlying curriculum,
narrative, characters, and settings are easily comprehensible. Some children’s familiarity with
PBS KIDS media supported their immediate connection (Brittain et al., 2018) with media-based
curriculum. Social arrangements around media (Hupert & Adair, 2018) such as children’s
viewing the media as a group in a summer camp setting, influenced their engagement with media
based on watching each-other’s reactions to media.
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In many instances, media explained scientific information with imaginary and engaging
use of animation (Wilder & Robinson, 2018), such as characters shrinking in size to explore
nectar inside a flower. Sometimes, media generated opportunities for making scientific
predictions, such as children’s interpretation of dark clouds in the media as an indication of rain.
Takeuchi and Stevens (2011) suggest that Joint-Media Engagement can support co-creation of
understandings, such as the connection of dark clouds with upcoming rain in this context. Media
also generated opportunities for children to predict materials and tools used in the design of
objects, which allowed children to draw upon their knowledge and experiences outside of the
media (Takeuchi & Stevens, 2011). For instance, some children predicted in the story that a stable
treehouse should be made from wood instead of cardboard or hay.
Finally, media supported engagement by presenting characters and narratives that
induced empathy for children where characters were potentially perceived as social others (Bond
& Calvert, 2014). This was particularly evident in situations where the characters were physically
hurt, and some children found it inappropriate to laugh at the struggles.

Children, facilitators, and engagement
As Sheridan and colleagues (2014) also observed in their research - children’s interests,
levels of expertise and prior knowledge were heterogenous and evident in their higher
engagement in some activities over others. I followed the experiences of three children across 4
days of the summer camp and observed their engagement with media and maker activities in a
journey map (Pietro-Alvarez et al., 2018).
Tracy was unfamiliar with the PBS KIDS media but enjoyed slapstick humor. He was
most interested in outdoor activities and chose not to complete some activities such as coding in
ScratchJr or making patterns with yarn. Kelly was familiar with PBS KIDS media and sang-along
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the title songs and expressed empathy towards Curious George when he was hurt or struggling.
She also engaged in scientific discussions with peers such as her opinions on how bees relate to
flowers. Jenna was very expressive while viewing media, often laughing the loudest in the group.
She was most interested in indoor craft activities such as designing a flower-crown or yarn
pattern. All three children had varying degrees of familiarity with media, and different interests.
Facilitators played an important role in supporting the heterogeneity of children’s
interests. Several facilitators supported student-lead inquiry during the flower cataloging activity
where children had the opportunity to explore the school campus and find flowering plants which
they would like to scan with the iNaturalist app. Facilitators also provided technical guidance and
troubleshooting while using technology. One facilitator had a science teaching background and
was able to generate cause-and-effect improvised conversations with children, such as talking
about the interdependence of species within an ecosystem or the meaning of scientific names of
flowers. Another facilitator was a music teacher, who explained the meaning of patterns by
helping children identify patterns in art, songs, rhymes, and music. However, one main role of
facilitators (despite their backgrounds) remained troubleshooting technology or assembly of
artifacts.
A final role of facilitators was demonstration of how an experiment or an artifactassembly works. For example, the weather scientist explained the concept of tornado formation
with an experiment involving soda bottles and used his hand-gestures to clarify the directionality
of motion that causes the tornado to move.

Aesthetics, activity-configuration, and engagement
Previous studies have shown that when children notice aesthetic qualities, they can better
appreciate the emotions associated with these qualities such as excitement and joy (Denac, 2014).
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May and Clapp (2017) suggest that aesthetically pleasing object of personal value can create
higher engagement than making just any object. In this case study, children engaged in making
choices about certain aesthetic qualities such as colors, shape, and design of the materials in
artifacts such as the flower crown, paper puppet and Spider-Gram yarn art. Aligning with
Hassenzahl’s (2013) view of a positive emotional experience emerging from holding a finished
artifact, I found that children in this case study were visibly happy when their artifact creation
process was complete. Papert ‘s view of “skill, design, and aesthetics” as key elements in artifact
creation (Papert, p.24, 1987), was evident in the maker activities. Children’s skills were seen in
assembly of objects such as the weathervane, anemometer, and 3D paper house with some
mechanical components. Their design and aesthetics were evident in creative artifacts such as
bookmarks, flower crowns, and yarn patterns.
Gargarian (2012) suggests that redesigning is form of constructionist interactivity, which
was evident in children’s unique pattern design in the Spider-Gram coloring activity. Children
also showed higher engagement in activities involving personalization – where they could add
personal details such as art of their family, a personal note, or blueprints of their dream-houses.
Aesthetics were also a motivation for some children to pursue more challenging projects, similar
to Kafai and colleagues’ findings (2013) where participants going for a certain look of the
artifacts had to learn more technical skills in order to achieve the said look. In this case study, a
similar pattern was evident when some children chose to make more complex projects in Scratch,
in trying to create a specific story with multiple characters.
Besides the look and feel of the artifacts, the configuration of the maker activity itself had
a bearing on engagement. Majority activities in the summer camp were designed to be semistructured by design, to leave room for guided improvisation. Semi-structured activities involved
some rules or templates, but left room for customization and personalization, for example, the
flower crown activity, blueprints activity, and ScratchJr activity. Structured activities mostly
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generated engagement through assembly and troubleshooting of the assembly of objects based on
a template or sequential set of instructions. Some examples of structured activities and their
troubleshooting scenarios were fixing the spinning mechanism of a weathervane and anemometer,
assembling joints for the Frida Kahlo paper puppet, closing, and shaping the 3D paper house.

Implications of findings
The analyses from this study generated three implications (1) conceptualizing media’s
potential to inspire making, (2) examples of what transmedia making looks like in practice, and
(3) potential tools for educators and researchers to design learning environments for transmedia
making in the future.

Leveraging media to inspire making
This study conceptually combined the strengths of educational media and maker
activities to create opportunities for joint engagement among children (Takeuchi & Stevens,
2011). This engagement can be supported by educational narrative media with age-appropriate
content, characters, and settings (Wilder & Robinson, 2018), followed-up with artifact
construction (Papert & Harel, 1991) that furthers the understanding of concepts presented in the
media. Media acts as a low-floor entry to a complex educational topic because children are
simply watching a story that happens to be educational. Following up media with a maker activity
offers children the high-ceiling opportunity to explore ideas while designing artifacts.
Transmedia making could therefore generate a “low-floor high-ceiling” (Papert, 1980) learning
environment for children.
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According to Rideout & Robb (2020), children in the US between ages 5 to 8 spend over
3 hours with screens daily. If educators, content creators, caregivers, and educational researchers
could leverage this screen-time to potentially inspire offline hands-on activities, there is a
possibility to create some online-offline balance for children (Wilder & Robinson, 2018).

Examples of transmedia making in practice
Another implication of this study was that it generated examples of transmedia making in
practice, shedding some light on patterns of participation that influenced engagement in the case
of a summer camp. The study generated specific examples of how children’s engagement with
the media and making depended on multiple factors such as their familiarity with the media,
media content, their interests, prior knowledge, and facilitation with guided improvisation.
Specificity of the examples could potentially offer educators, caregivers, researchers, and learning
designers the ability to see application of theoretical ideas such as joint-media engagement,
constructionism, and guided improvisation.
The study did not offer clarity on whether media directly informed making for children,
as there were no recorded instances of children verbalizing the relationship between media and
making during the entire summer camp. I based several findings on video observations of data
which were influenced by my natural human subjectivity. In the future, cases of transmedia
making could involve techniques such as pausing media right after a problem is described and
conducting discussion about potential artifacts that could be designed as solutions. Similarly,
maker activities could involve discussion prompts about how media could inform or inspire
artifact creation. By employing more strategic formal or informal assessments and evaluations
depending on the learning environment and learning goals, more clarity could be gathered on the
success of media in inspiring maker activities.
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Tools for practitioners
Given my positionality as a researcher with a background in the design industry, I wanted
to conduct a study that generates some helpful resources for practitioners as well. Specifically for
educators and learning designers who may be looking for creative ways to design interventions
around specific learning goals, or for parents/caregivers who are willing to curate transmedia
making experiences at home. This study initially employed the Transmedia Making Experience
Design framework (Tiwari, 2020) to design the learning environment of the summer camp, and
then offered a revised version based on the findings. I also created an infographic and worksheet
for busy professionals wanting to get the gist of an otherwise lengthy dissertation. These tools
(framework, infographic, worksheet) were created to make it easier for practitioners to design
learning environments that use media as inspiration for making, while also generating clarity on
how learning would be assessed or evaluated, how an online-offline balance can be created, and
how children could experience overall positive engagement.

Future research
Media usage for children has consistently increased over the years (Rideout & Robb,
2020), and now more than ever, there is a need to look for ways to balance screen-time with
offline activities.
Future research could include exploring different types of media (narrative, instructional,
interactive) or different maker activities (templates, design challenges, portfolio or series of
artifacts following a theme, or free form making). Some examples of these types of maker
activities are design-challenges such as making a catapult using any makerspace resources
(Valente and Blikstein, 2019), freeform maker activities such as building digital worlds in
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Minecraft (Ringland et al., 2017), portfolio or series of thematic artifacts (Keune & Peppler,
2017), or using maker-kits with room for customization (Chu et al., 2015). There is also potential
in learning about the scope of each of these categories of media and making, whether one is more
beneficial than the other in certain contexts, such as animated vs. live-action media, or designchallenges vs. freeform making.
After multiple studies with different combinations of media and making, there is also the
possibility of quantitatively exploring if certain types of media and levels of engagement are
better for certain types of maker activities, explained in a conceptual model for statistical analysis
(Fig. 5-1).

Figure 5-1: Conceptual framework for statistically analyzing relationship between types of media,
making, and level of engagement
Future research could also explore joint engagement between different partners or groups
such as parents or grandparents and children (inter-generational transmedia making), experts and
novices, long-distance friends collaborating remotely, neighborhood friends collaborating on
cultural stories and artifacts during a festival, etc. Settings of research could also be varied, such
as museum exhibits, afterschool workshops, at-home, in the classroom, in the neighborhood park,
in an arboretum, in the community makerspace, at the library, or even on-the-go.
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Another idea for future research could be generating an assessment or evaluation method
that could be easily integrated within the media and making. There is potential for developing
diverse studies involving different subjects, settings, media, tools, materials, learning goals and
outcomes.

Conclusion
This study provides examples of transmedia making, which explores children’s joint
engagement across the screens from television to digital apps, and beyond the screens from
indoor arts and crafts activities to outdoor exploration. By qualitatively analyzing data collected
at a summer camp, I was able to identify patterns that influenced children’s participation and
engagement. Findings suggest that age-appropriate humor, music, narrative, characters and
settings within educational media are crucial elements for potentially generating engagement for
children. Children’s individuality, facilitators’ support, aesthetics of the maker activity materials,
and design of the learning environment also influence engagement. However, there is lack of
clarity on whether and to what extent does media directly inspire or influence making. Further
research is required to explore the potential of transmedia making in generating an online-offline
balance for children.
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Appendix A

Thematic Analysis Coding Process
Initial codes
Codes
Joint engagement
Talking to character
Empathy towards character
Predicting narrative
Hypothesis formation
Familiarity with media

Reflection
Clarification
Troubleshooting
Curiosity
Focus
Preparation stress

Opinion about media
Technology issues
Curiosity
Physical space and resources

Self-resolve
Improvised teaching
Inquiry
Child-resources ratio

Codes condensed into categories
Categories
Media content factors

Media

Making

Facilitation techniques

Codes
Clarity of theme
Age-appropriateness
Character
Narrative
Humor
Music
Character empathy
Narrative prediction
Hypothesis formation
Discussion with peers
Focus
Help-seeking
Peer support
Facilitator support
Self-resolve
Focus
Aesthetic choices
Discussion prompt
Improvised teaching
Preparation stress
Priming talk
Science talk

Researcher support
Facilitator support
Peer support
Seeking alternatives
Compliments
Showcasing/ sharing
outcomes
Artifact refinement
Discussion prompts
Extending learning
Child-facilitator ratio
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Technology affordances
(iNaturalist & ScratchJr)

Learning environment factors

Instructional talk
Troubleshooting
Usability
Aesthetic choices
Following task
Off-task exploration
Facilitator support
Peer support
Familiarity with facilitators
Familiarity with media
Prior knowledge of children
Prior knowledge of facilitators
Availability of resources

Code examples from transcripts
Categories
Media content
factors

Code
Clarity of theme
Ageappropriateness
Humor

Music
Media

Making

Character
empathy
Narrative
prediction
Hypothesis
formation
Discussion with
peers
Focus

Help-seeking
Facilitator
support
Self-resolve
Focus

Example
(Episode title appears on screen) Roy: Flower Power! I
think they are going to find flowers
Visible age-level differences, ‘big kids’ group has no
reactions to the humorous moments in the episodes. Split
screen comparison of expressions
Fish: “Incoming!”
Thing one and thing two try to help everyone get un-stuck
from the nectar but fail. Group laughs, Tracy mimicking
the fish “Incoming!”
Kelly sings along the theme song, while leaning on
(facilitator) Sue
Megan (turns around facing Jenna and Tracy): “You
shouldn’t laugh…he’s hurt!”
Milo: He needs to draw his treehouse
Tracy: Oh, it’s gonna rain!
Megan: He wants the chain saw!
Roy: That’s not a chain saw!
Quietly gazing at the screen with minimal movements,
during times when there is no humor or music, mostly
narration
Spencer: “Umm..why…why is mine not working?”
When you push the pin in, make sure you don’t push it in
too tight. Otherwise, it won’t move. Ok?
Spencer picks up the parts from the floor and attaches the
pin back on
Quietly working on the artifact production with focused
gaze
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Facilitation
techniques

Aesthetic
choices
Discussion
prompt
Improvised
teaching

Max sorting through craft supplies for yellows

Preparation
stress
Priming talk
Science talk

I felt like I needed more preparation in advance to be
more helpful
So today we will explore patterns with coding in ScratchJr
So, friends, a lot of times flowers have two names. They
have a science name, and they have a normal name for us
to use.
You can click on the background..in the top middle. So
let’s go under water. And then, this cat can’t breathe
under the water, let’s actually change our cat out to a..

Instructional
talk

Troubleshooting

Technology
affordances
(iNaturalist &
ScratchJr)

Learning
environment
factors

Usability

Aesthetic
choices
Following task
Off-task
exploration
Familiarity with
facilitators
Familiarity with
media
Prior knowledge
of children
Prior knowledge
of facilitators
Availability of
resources

Can someone think of any pattern?
We won’t have bees. Then what happens if we won’t have
bees?

Spencer is now holding the anemometer from the bottom,
but slightly tilted
Sonia: Hold it straight and hold it from the bottom
Tina: Bring it to the center, and click the ring on it…..and
it says…it’s called.. whoops, I think I tapped something
different..here..
the biggest sticker should be at the center!
Kelly makes a fairy character walk across the screen in a
pattern
Shaun creates original characters and backgrounds
Children call facilitators by their name, Kelly leaning on
Sue while watching media
Children singing along title song of Cat in the Hat
Shaun added audio recording to ScratchJr project, which
was not demonstrated by the facilitator
And the first word is the genus or the type of flower. And
the second word is a species or the specific flower
Sonia: Let’s try testing it with the fan, then. Because
there’s no wind today
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Thematic Analysis: Final Themes
Theme
Influence of media on
engagement

Categories
Content

Prediction

Theme
Influence of children’s
individuality on engagement

Categories
Interests

Prior knowledge

Theme
Influence of facilitation on
engagement

Categories
Guided improvisation

Troubleshooting

Theme
Influence of aesthetics on
engagement

Categories
Customization
Personalization

Theme
Influence of activity
configuration on engagement

Categories
Structured

Semi-structured

Code
Humor
Music
Curriculum
Narrative prediction
Hypothesis formation
Character’s feelings

Code
Outdoor activities
Craft activities
Science activities
Technology activities
Media
Technology
Maker activity

Code
Inquiry support
Cause and effect
Complex ideas breakdown
Technology
Assembly

Code
Color
Design
Personal art
Personal notes

Code
Demonstration
Assembly of artifact
Troubleshooting
Assembly of artifact
Customization
Personalization
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Theme
Influence of learning
environment on engagement

Categories
Space layout

Resources

Theme
Facilitator feedback

Codes
Preparation stress
Value of design
Ease of use

Theme
Revised Framework

Categories
Need for Specificity

Degree of consonance
between media and making

Code
Storage and organization
Seating comfort
Mobility comfort
Devices
Maker materials
Time to complete activities

Code
Learner personas
Curriculum
Media genre and devices
Making activities, tools,
materials
Assessment/evaluation
Low
Medium
High
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